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NO. 2 BLACK MUSLIM 0
John Ali
Removed Sea Truce In River Rouge, Mich.
By Chief
The number two Man in the
National Black Muslim struc-
ture — John All — has been
ousted from the religion, ther
Daily Defender /earned ex-
clusively yesterday.
Rumors of All's ouster had!
been rife for the past several'
days, but it was only yester-
day the Black Muslim leader
Elijah Muhammad corroborat-
)ed Ali's removal from the
sect.
Reached at his home, 4847
g. Woodlawn ave., Mr. Mu-
hammad — through his perso-
nal secretary, Shirley Johnson,
— admitted that All had been
"removed." Miss _Johnson told
the Daily Defender that "Mr.
Muhammad was busy and
would not be able to corn-
ment" further on the ouster. i
All, who lives in South Shore,
See Page 4
Brewster
•
Lim dri•e•APOIWW1.1Z
To. Judge
NEW HAVEN. Conn. — Yale
university President Kingman
Brewster Jr. apologized for
• "Distressing" the chief judge
of the Connecticut Superior
court with his statement that
black revolutionaries cannot
receive "a fair trial in the Unit-
ed States."
But Brewster said he stiocL
Attorney Irving Andrews (left) talks to his client, former
: world bearyweight champion Jae Louis, as unidentified charge but was en probation.
Denver Sheriff's Depu y escort Louis to Car. Louis was1
taken from his Denver home to Colorado Psychiatric Hos-
! pital where he was ad iitted on a hold treat court order.
(UPI Tek•photo)
Student
Slain In
Fracas
PHILADELPHIA — "Let's go
out and get us a whitey."
That statement, attributed
by police to a gang member, i.
believed to have led to the fa-
tal shooting of a Temple uni-
versity graduate student on a
street in North Philadelphia.
.Eive black youths have been;
charged with murder, in what!
Erie police called a "senseless.I
shooting." 1
David 21. and mar-
ried less than a year was slain'
only minutes after he left a
night class seminar. ,•
Del. Sgt. Edward Funk sae'
Louis "Pop" Stanton, 16, aecus-
ed of firing the bullet whith
struck Fineman in the head,
suggested at a gang niceking.
whytty..,
Police said Stanton
'RIGHT ON' FOR BOBBY
Members of the Chicago Conspiracy open- Panther Bobby Seale through non-violent
ed the May Day rally in New Haven with means. Abbie Hoffman, center, speaks with
speechek.,,in the Center church on the Elbert "Big Man" Howard of the Panthers
GirogILAilhey announced an enduring corn- at the right.
Vitt/lent to work for the' frIN:im of Black
"Let's go out and get . int Rap BrownNI •
ow In Algiers•previous arrest on a murder
Is H. Rap Brown. missing,:
; accidently or deliberately kill-
N.J. Trial , et, dead or alive?
This reported her learned that
Brown, scheduled to appear in
In a letter to Superior Court vior A a ; Week cott, Md., on arson and riotIlov..ard County court in E I 1 Acco ng to Miss Payn e,by his position.
Judge Herbert S. MacDonald.
a Yale alumnus and one of
the first to criticize Brewster
for this stand, the univer-
sity president said "when black
ness and revoluton are com-
bined in a criminal defendant
in 1970, the prospect of his
receiving objective treatment,
seems to me to warrant skep-
ticism.
"The chance of fairness
seems especially problematic! at
the moment because of politi-
cally prodded backlash..against
both blacks and radicals," he
said.
Brewster said, however, "my
own skepticism does not rise
to the level of assertion :hat
fairness for a black revolution-
ary is impossible" and apologiz-
ed to the judge that his earlier
statement was so distressing
to you."
Brewster also praised the
American judicial system and
the officers of the court forl"a
continuing improvement in our
understanding of the legal safe.
See Page 4
Blasts Racism
livroN RouGE. 1.q. --- "This
is a partial payment for the
murder of three of my black
brothers. Crimes against black
people will not be tolerated.
Three dead pigs — Dunaway,
Coates, Dormant!"
This was the note that was
sent to a local newspaper here
supposedly e x p laining the
bombs which were set off in
Louisiana's orante state capitol
and country club.
The Sunday night explosion
were followed by a bomb threat
that prompted the evacuation
of the Baton Rouge Municipal
building the next day.
An anonymous telephone call-
er bomb hdbe plant-
ed in the office of Mayor W. W.
Dumas, but a police check
turned up no explosives.
Gov. John McKeithen said
at a neo,! cortiv 'Trice later he.
, had received an -unusual;
number.' of bomb threat tele-i
phone calls for the past two or
three month,. He said he nor-'
mall receives a few such
tails.
• McKeithen said the state
was offering a $20,000 reward ,
for information leading to the
arrest and conviction of who-
ever bombed the capitol.
Investigators said 20 to 30
sticks of dynamite were used to
wreck the baroque splendor of
the capitol's marbled Senate
chamber.
•
F
charges Monday,. is very much
. alive. 
.
ELIZABETH. .N. .1. — The, However, the black militant!
trial of Bobby Lee Williams for I and former !ead of the S t u-.4
assault and battery of the late !dent Na . al , Coordinating.
Pt. John Gleason. who was Committee, as left the country.
!stomped to death by a crowd He had the "tacit" approval
during the Plainfield riots of of the federal government when
1967 is now in its second 4reek:. he left.
William Kunstler. counsel for. Acceding to an informed!
Chicago Seven and currently source. Brown, who feared for
defending H. Rap Brown in his life if he went on trial in
Maryland is one of a battery Maryland on charges emanal-
of three lawyers defending ing' from the Cambridge riot ot"
Williams. 
, 1968. is possibly residing in Al--
Gleason was stomped to ',tiers That'S the home of anoth-. . .
death during the Plainfield dis- ! er black militant Eldridg e!
orders in July. 1%7. Cleaver who decided to "es-
Murder indictments were cape" rather than go on trial'
pressed against 12 defendatits.• in Oakland, Calif., for parole!
two of whom, George Merrit violation.
Jr. and Gail Madden. werel The source, who wishes to re-
convicted. They now are ap-in a i n unidentified, indicated
pealing. that Brown, who has been re-!
According to the state, Wil- ported missing since March 81
Dams assaulted and taunted by his attorney, William M.!
' The blast cleaved marble Gleason, who was on duty di- Kunstler. chose to go into exilei
•
slabs off the 30 foot high walls, recting traffic in the troubled rather than face trial because:
caved in the ceiling and gouged ghetto area of Plainfield. Then he feared that he wouldn't be
a hole in the floor. Damage the crowd converged on the pa- tried "fair" and there was a
BLACK PANTHER ROUNDUP
Baltimore, Md., police taking Black Panther
suspect during city-wide raid 'Thursday. Hie
police were rounding up suspects in the
See Page 4 ,trolman and brutally beat strong possibility that lie would'
speculation has arisen t h a t!
F u r the r indications' that \ew 'York of which Congress-
Brown has left the country was man Adam Clayton Powell is
turned up by the Daily Defend-! pastor.
er•s Washnitton. D. C. corre- ' 
"Last week when Powell
spondent thel L. Payne.vorE
a It em pte d to reach her
( Mrs. Brown's) apartment, he
learned that the apartment had
Mrs. Brown has joined her hus-
band vacated, the car had dis-wherever he is in hiding.
Miss Payne said that M r s . appeared from the garage and
Brown is a member of t h elhere was no trace of Mrs.
Abyssinian Baptist church in Brown."'
15c
RIVER ROUGE, Mich. — An
uneasy calm has settled over
this racially troubled ciimmun-
ity after a week of black and
'mite confrontations.
Early in the week, police in
riot gear and carrying bayonets
used tear gas in a small section
.4 this downriver Detroit com-
munity to stop groups of young
blacks who were throwing
•iocks.
Several a:-:.ests \‘ere made
'as police from 14 neighboring
'communities massed in the
'area in an attempt to prevent
a repetition Monda's
jence. which began as a racial
'squabble at It‘er Rouge high
school and left 11 persons in-
iured, at least 29 under arrest,
and an estimated S250.400 in
damage,.
The Mayors of River Rouge
and Ecorse. which are divided
by Visger st.. the scene of.
racial acti‘ittes. declared a
6 p.m. to 5 a.m, curfew tor
most of the week although au-
thorities from neighboring Lin-
coln Paid; lifted their curfew.
The curfew and thei state of
emergency included restric-
tions on the sale of gasoline
and a ban on the sale of all
alcohol.
About 300  o maths to small
bands who began sending light
rock flurries into the street
aose4lispeesed„.when the tear
gas was released. Police rhea
,concentrated on preventing the
disturbance from spreading by
keeping apart the industrial
city's black and white residents
who are separated by railroad
tracks which cross Visger.
•! River Rouge has a popula-
tion of 18.000.
On the first day, the distur-
bance included rock-throwing,
looting and the burning of one
,grocery store and fighting be-
tween black and white students.
River Rouge high school
•where half the 1.250 pupils are
black and which has been ra-
See Page I
You Can't Call Me A Nigger'
Boss, It's Against The Law
LOS ANGELES, Calif. — If
you are an employer and are .
tempted to call one of your black
employees "nigger" stop and'
•
think because you can wind up
in court with a law suit on your
hands.
The California Supreme Court
ruled this week that blacks
who are called "niggers" by
their employers may seek•
ouner damages for physical and emo-taw( distress.
rtist
  him to death. be assassinated. 
tnrture•slav ing ef a Panther la st stim mer.
The saspect in this picture was not identified.
WASHINGTON — Public
housing in the suburbs?
There is that possibility, ac-
cording to Asst. Atty. Gen. Jer-
ris Leonard who also said that
the Nixon Administration would
unveil "very significant policy
changes within the next few
weeks, aimed at fostering "de-I
segregation of public and fed-I
erally supported housing."
George Romney, secretary of
Housing and Urban Develop-
ment, has for some time ad-
vocated a shift of public hous-
ing to the suburbs to assure an
escape to better neighborhoods
for the poor people, mostly
blacks, who would inhabit the
units.
Leonard was asked during
an typearance before a group
of newswomen if the policy
changes he was talking about
would mean an end to new
public housing in all-black
Expect New U.S. Plan
The court noted in its ruling
that the epithet "may have'
been in common usage" but the
"expression has become parti-
cularly abusive and insulting in'
light of recent developments ih
the civil rights movement as it
pertains to the American Ne-
gro.''
The court's decision reversed
a Superior Court dismissal of
th1Saturday from e Lindsay-1a
 
suit brought by Manuel D
unFor Public housing I Wilson Feral Chapel mPittsburgh for Ahmed Samuel Alcorn a black truck driver.
1 Milai. age 62. cartoonist and
1artist for the Courier for
the past 33 years.
areas. "Yes, that is correct,"
he replied.
He added there may be legal
problems but "I believe the
policy should be to put new
public housing in the suburb.
There is no reason why the ste.
urbs cannot set aside areas
for public and publicly support-
ed housing."
Leonard said past policy
sometimes has made the gov-
ernment a partner in perpetu-
ating racial discriminations in
some areas of public housing.
Leonard, who heads the Jus-
tice Department's civil rights
division, also said it may not
be necessary for the govern-
ment to bring more statewide
school desegregation suits in
the South.
Only one such suit — against
the state of Georgia — has
been taken up by the govern-
See Page
Funeral services were held
Milai, who was best known
for the editorial cartoons which
he drew for the Courier and
his illustrations of the "You
and Your History" series bas-
ed on the late J.A. Rogers'
lifetime research into black
history, had won scores of
awards and trophies and per-
sonal requests for his origi-
nal cartoons from many no-
tables; includig former Presi-
dent Lyndon B. Johnson and
U.S. Supreme Court Justice
Thurgood Marshall.
At various times during his i
career he drew cartoon strips'
entitled ''Bucky," "Don Po-
wers", "Danny Downbeat"
and "John Henry Johnson"
for the Courier.
The son' of a notable Wash-
Set Page 4
The reversal enabled Alcorn to
proceed with a damage suit,
against Anbro Engineering Inc.,,
)f Suburban Culver City.
Alcorn, a teamster union
shop steward, said he had ad-
vised a nonunion employee not
to drive a truck to a job site.
Later, he alleged, Gerald Pal-
mer, a white foreman, shouted
at him after learning of the in-
cident:
"You goddam niggers are not
going to tell me about the rules.
I don't want any niggers work-
ing for me. I am getting rid of
all the niggers. Go pick-up and
deliver that eight-ten roller
to the other job site and get
your pay check. You're fired."
Alcorn, later reinstated to his
job through grievance and ar-
bitratioo procedures, brought
it, charging violation of the
state civil rights act. He con-
tended he suffered intentional
infliction of emotional distress
tiod claimed he was subject-
ed to -humiliation. mental an-
and emotional and physi-
cal distress.-
In the opinion written by -Jus-
tice Louis H. Burke, the court
noted Alcorn "alleged that Ne-
groes such as the plaintiff are
particularly susceptible to emo-
tional and physical distress
from conduct such as com-
mitted by the defendants.
•••
•
IT'S A BOY — Aretho Frank -
I Ha, "First Lady of Soul," is
reportedly doing fine following
, the recent birth of her son in
Detroit's Art ('entre Hospital.
The singer. tho was forced to
cancel public appearances most
of last year due to her p r e g.
nancy and other health p r o b.
hems, named the bouncing live.
pound, 12-ounce infant, KeeaM
Franklin.
Buried
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GENE HENDRIX :-
527-4471
Bud Davis
Chevrolet Co.
367 Union Ave.
527-4471
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LeMoynite Will Serve
Overseas With USIA
WASHINGTON — Lois M. Mc-serve Officer.
Gowan, of 345 Boston Street. The oath was administered by
Memphis, has entered the ca-i USIA Director Frank Shake-
reer Foreign Service of the U.S.Ispeare, aztd represents the suc-
JOINS FOREIGN SERVICE —
Miss Leis M. McGowan is wet-
cased AS foreign service et
deer by Freak Shakespeare,
director el tbe U.S. Information,
Service. She is a graduate el
Lensoyee College.
as a Foreign Affairs Intern with
the Agency.
Miss McGowan holds a B.A.
degree from LeMoyne College,
attended Grinnel College as an
exchange student, and is cur-
rently working toward a M.A.
degree at George Washington!
!University.
Her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Roy L. McGowan, li‘e at the,
Boston Street address.
After training at USIA's head-
quarters in Washington, M i s sl
McGowan will be assigned to
duty abroad. The U.S. Informa-
tion Agency has offices in 102
countries around the world. ,
The role of the U.S. Informa-
tion Agency is to support the
foreign policy of the United
States by explaining it to peo-
ple in other countries; to build
overseas understanding of Unit-
ed States institutions and cul-
ture. and to advise the U.S.
Government on public opinion
abroad and its implications for
U. S. policy.
To do this, USIA uses all
means of communication, in-
eluding personal contacts, ra-
dio, television, motion pictures,
press. magazines, libraries and
Information Agency as al Re- cessful culmination of her term, exhibitions.
Don't
Forget...
FOR MOTHER'S HAPPIEST DAY
Live, healthy blooming
POTTED MUMS
ORCHID CORSAGES
Single and double orchids in a plastic gift box. The most
luxurious flower of all! Magnificent colors to complement
her costume! Make your Mother feel that she's "Queen for
the Day"! Compare at 3.97
MIXED POTTED PLANTS
Wide assortment of live blooming plants:
Caladiums, Geraniums, Mums, etc., in 6"
pots. Compare at 3.97
POTTED GERANIUMS
Live and in bloom in 6" pots! Compare
at 59i .
Compare 47at 3.49
Foil wrapped in 6" pots! Beautiful live blooming plants.
living plant keeps the memory of Mother's Day alive for
your Mom. Every day when she admires these beautiful
Mums, she'll remember that you gave them to her!
2 7 7
2/8 8 t
say "charge it"
4
CARNATION CORSAGES
Choice of red or white in protective plas- 47
tic bags. Compare at 1.99.
CALADIUMS
Live potted. healthy plants - weather
treated! Compare at 1.99.
PRICES GOOD WHILE QUANTITIES LAST!
arranz=maammilavarassaimmalimamr
EASTGATE SONTNIATE /11ATEWAY
5110 Park Ave. 1833 So. Third It. (327/3 Jackson.Avs.
STORE HOURS: 10 A.M.-9:30 P.M. DAILY, CLOSED SUNDAY!
15 7
"Sow/ rd Omit! "
.1T I.-0 SCIENCE SEMINAR — J. Theophilus W. Roberts
right, director of pathology at the Harlem Hospital Center,
is surrounded by a group at LeMoyne-Owen before he ad-
dressed the college's natural science seminar. Dr. Roberts,
A WELCOME GIFT Haw' ;aces greeted Wayne Bled-
soe. manager of the Memphis RCA plant, when he pre-
sented a color television set t pre-sehaol children at the
Emmanuel Head Start Center recently. The set was one
of four which RCA donated in Memphis to kick oft a
drive of the newly organized "Open Sesame Street" com-
mittee to provide television sets tor to day care centers
which do not have them. Warrant Officer E. E. Redditt
flTTT
'POSTL.rij
By CARLOTTA WATSON,
COUNSELOR
Musing: "You don't have to
tell me how you live each
day, You don't have to say
if you work or you play. A
tried, true barometer serves
in the place. . .However you
live, it will show in your
face."
Masonic Home Journal
Dear Carlotta: I do not have
a personal problem more than
any one not in my a g e cate-
gory. But I would like y o u r.
opinion on dress for, men a n
women. I know the dresses are
going to be longer, (they can't,
get any shorter) atu: it is im-
possible that the fellows will
quit wearing blouses that look
feminine. But though you can't
do anything about, it what is!
your opinion? S.K.
Dear S_K.: My opinion may
be your opinion, and what I say
may not mean any thing. There
has been controversy over
dress fbr some time now. The
dispute over what is "proper"
display of the human body is
probably as old as mankind
himself; but its most prominent
present day manifestation is the
amount of press notice given to
0,...•7 the tThrnin,,f, and
percinal care of adolescents,
When con,ril)tites
.it:racta41 between the sexes.
us,e is closely related to the
sex drives which promote sur-
vival of the svecies. It may be
interesting to say that we are.
relatively little concerned about
the protective aspects of cloth
in One way to try to s'erif
our existence is, through body
decoration which helps to es-
tablish our individualism.
Establishing identity is espec-
ially important for teenagers.
Teen agers, in their search for
self, are susceptible to fads and
their frequent concern with ap-
pearance. Within the schools.
conflicts over appropriate ap-
pearance often come to a head,
Administrators sometimes en-
courage some conformity
dress, However, since cultural
values which support opposing
points of view may also exist.
controversies often arise in tIn.
schools. Debates about male
haircuts have puzzling aspects
There is nothing inherently evil
in any haircut per se. As you
know many respected gentle-
men throughout history have
had long hair. Some s a y.
TEARS OF 101 are seen rolling down the iace of Miss
Reatha Conley•, a junior from Memphis. just after s'h e
was crowned "Miss Lane College 1970-71" on %lid) 22 dur-
ing the second annual Miss Lane College Pageant. Miss
Jackie Burton if Indianapolis was first runner-up and
Misr Lauren Woodard at Los Angeles was second -miner
up. A graduate of Booker T. Washington High School. Miss
Conley is a member of the Lane Marehint Rand itudent
Government and 1Ipha Kappa Alpha 4ororltv
a nitive of Warren, "Ark., was graduated from LeMoyne
'n 1947. 11- was n .nrso eiver tor (If pathology at the Harlem
Ilespital Center in 1964.
of the Memphis Police Department heads the committee
with Mrs. Daly Thompson as co-chairman. Other mem-
hers are Mrs. Jed Dreifus, Mrs. Arnold Peri, Mrs. W.A.
Seng.,tacke. Charles Conwa:s. Memphis Housing Authority:
John Isbell, International Harvester; Herman Ewing, Mem-
phis Urban League: Councilman Fred Davis and Mrs. Mo-
ri Greiner.
especially merchants, that cer-i
lain haircuts may be interpret-I
ed to symbolize irresponsibilityi
where responsibility is required:
r feminity where masculinity
k demanded,
Also we note that in American
Nuclei% there is a greater per-
missiveness, with women than
with men concerning exchange
of clothing symbols; appropria-
tion of women's clothing by men
not readily tolerated. Complete
detachment by the teenager is
not easy to achieve, for no
matter how a person tries to
avoid the conflict, he is always
aware that sides are drawn up
one more time in the never-end-
ing battle for acceptance 'in
clothing.
diet;
•radw,
is presenting
A Gigantic SPECIAL ON PERMANENTS
for the month of May
Regular 20.00 Per rnaneri tc
ALL BRANDS
will be $16.00
Competent Operators are waiting to Serve you
SPACIOUS PARKING AREA
901 E. McLEMORE
the side of Jones Big Star Food Market
OPERATORS
Mrs. France Hodges
Mrs. Joyce Perkins (Sims)
Mrs. Martha (Hall) Walker
Mrs. Lavra McIntyre, Proprietor
Mrs. Joyce Perkir
PH. 774-1458 Call Us For Service
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Women's Chorus
Will Highlight
"Outstanding Young Men of, America for 1966, and presi ,atherisAmerica" is an annual bie
-ident of this Foundation said.
graphical compilon featur-!..It is the purpose of Outstand- The Wornen's Chorus of Mt.
SATURDAY, MAY 9, 1970
1
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OUTSTANDING LANITES — These are
three members of the Lane College staff
are listed in the 1979 edition of "Outstand-
ing Young Men of America." From left are
DEFENDER
Placement Specialist
,To Aid Youth Find Jobs
Placement specialists to aid l ort.n managing the Youth Op-
.:young Memphians in their; portunity Center, will be ass-
!search for summer jobs are at sistant manager of the 1296
Poplar office, where Leland
B. Dow. Jr., is manager.
Mrs. Sara Speight will di.
work in the Youth Opportunity
Center at 23 North Cleveland
St., State Employment Se-
curity Commissioner M r s. red the summer youth place-
Leo R. Burson said this week. ment progfam at the Youth
The office is taking applies- Opportunity Center, according
lions for students who have
started their job search early
land is referring boys and girls
' who are available for eveningi,•01' I and weekend employment while
still in school, Mrs. Burson
I said.
' At the same time, she an-
Willie G. Shaw, basketball coach; Patrick
Brooks sociology instructor, and Lee M.
Gray, director of public relations and alumni
affairs.
Eight Lanites Listed
Among 'Outstanding'
ing the accomplishments of, ing Young Men of America Gilliam Baptist Church, 1d29
approximately 5.000 young men, to recognize and honor the Raymond st.. will present its
of outstanding rank throughout young men in our coun-
. first anniversary Mother's Day!the country. Nominations forlry who are working toward 'program on May 10 at 3 p.m.the awards publication are, excellence in their careers, The speaker will be the Rev.c
made by Jaycee chapters, 1-d' and community service. It is Earnest L. McKinney and inem ,lege alumni associations, a I these young men who will!bers of his congregation at
military commandants. Cri- soon be leaders of our
. coun- , Pleasant Green Baptist Churchteria for selection includes 
a man's service to others, will be the guests.
professional excellence. bu- President Richard M. Nixon
siness advancement.. chart- has said of the publication,
table activities and civic and 
-Outstanding Young Men of
professional recognition.
"Outstanding Young Men of
America- is sponsored by the
nonprofit Outstanding Ameri-
cans Foundation. Mr. John
Putman. one of the Ten
Outstanding Young Men of
---
Day
to Richard T. Nichols, district
manager for E mployment
Security operations in Mem-
phis.
The staff of specialists underj
Mrs. Speight's supervison at 
43 North Cleveland, includes!
Mrs. Nancy Davenport and!
nounced that regular youth Mrs. June S. Smith.- employ.
placement services formerlyi ment counselors: Clois J. Mont-
handled at the Youth Oppor-r gomery, S.J. Peregov and
Joseph A. Swaim, employ-,
ment interviewers; and Mrs.!
ment service office at 1295 Pop- Ruth M. Dickerson, secretary'
lar Ave. to the staff.
"Young people hunting for Plans are bine made to add:
career jobs or long-term em-
oloymnet will benefit from
the Job Bank being installed
at the Poplar ave. office and school student and others 
will have the assistance of who will want summer jobs, riscilla Hayess p
_ ounseling, job development an;lo gain work experience and
placement specialists," Mrs., to earn money to continue
try.
.America Presents a most
fitting testimonial not only
to the success of many of
our young people, but also to
their awareness of the debt
which Cley owe our free socie-
ty."
56 L-0 Students Begin
Teaching Assignments
Fifty six I -Iloyne-thi,...n Col- Hassell. Ca rol y n Henry.
lege seniors have begun stuient i Evelyn II 11, B..rbara Hunt.
leaching assignments in elemen-!Dennis Jones. Constance
tary and secondary schools.
Sixteen other seni rs com-
pleted their student teaching .
assignments last semester.'
The practice teaching'
session ‘vili end May 22. A
minimum of 182 clock hours in
observation, participation and
independent student teaching
experience is required.
Thirty-nine seniors assigned
to element r'
semester are:
Frances Adair. Mary Alexan-
der, Judith Arnold, Brenda
Bell, Lilli Bowens. Patricia
Benn, Patricia Bradley. Marian
Brawn. G I e ndae leaves.
Cassandra Dean, Mary Fields.
Brenda Foster. Rhonda Greer,
Barbara Harris. Cecilia Harris,
Gwendolyn Ha rr is. Mary
Mitchell, Willie Parks, Estella
Phipps. Anita Scott, Gladys
Seiforth, Eddie Smith. Rita
Surgeon, Qu int er Taylor,
Minnie Toney. Patricia Tucker,
Juanita Voss, Bertha Walls,
Patricia Whitaker, Evelyn
Wiley, Linda Williams. Brenda
Wilson. Fay Yarbrough and
Cornelius Bolden.
The 17 seniors assigned to
secondary schools are:
Minnie Alston, Cynthia Ander-
son. Deborah Burson. Christy
Clark". Nannie Crutchfield.
Latham Hollowefl, 'Acta Jackson
.1r.. Walter James, Lucius
Johnson. I. )1! in e LeSure.
Sandra .McNeal. Joy McPher-
son, Barbara Partee. Joyce
Powell. Annie Taylor. Carol
Thompson and Douglas Wilkins.:
The chorus was irgani7ed
year ago by the minister, the
Rev. J. D. Jamerson and there
are 53 members.
The officers are NIT.s. Estella.
Moody, president: Mrs. Katie
Williams, vice president: Mrs.
Margaret Lewis. secretary:
Mrs. Emma Rodgers. assistant
secretary: Mrs. Bessie M. Shan
non, treasurer: and Mrs. Gus-
sie Person and Mrs. [Anise
7;ailey. finance chairmen. •
And Mrs. Willa Hamilton.
program: MN. Glalis Rook and
Mrs. Katie Jackson, d e c o-
rations: Mrs. Lena Harris and
Mrs. Ardena Porter. managers:
Mrs. Georgia Grad and Mrs.
Rosianna West, directors: and
Mrs. Florieda McNeal, pianist
tunitv Center have been moved
to the modernized employ-
additional staff at the Youth!
Opportunity Center to service
college, university and high!
their (41 1(01 ton, Mr. Nichols
' .John H. Floyd, who has i reported.
New Bethel Plans
Annual Men's Day
Annual Men's Day will be
held at the New Bethel Baptist,
Church. 2215 Stovall Sunday.'
May 17.
The theme is "Men Working
Together for an Eternal Home
in Heaven." The speaker for
3:00 p.m.. service will be the
Rev. L. L. Love, pastor of St.
Stephen Baptist Church. Guest
churches and choirs will come
from True Vine. West Helena
and Si. Stephen Baptist Master
of ceremonies will be V. Holly.
Burson said.
(iavntiolyn
7
l'ark as Gardens PreStiy-
terian Church will be the set-
ting on Saturday June 20 for
he ‘vedding of Miss Gwendo-,
lyn Williams and Alfred War-
dell Bolden.
She is the granddaughter of
Mrs. Emma L. Williams of
1334 Dunnavant. His parents
are \!i-. and Mrs. Clarence
Bolden Sr. 01 2034 Corry.
The bride-elect is a grad-
uate of Hamilton Iligh School
and an honor graduate of
LeMoyne College. While at
June Bride
Short Story
Miss Priscilla Hayes of 956
South I.auderdale. a sopho-
more at LeMoyne-Owen Col-
lege. has won first prize in a
national creative writing con-
test sponsored jointly by the
Reader's Digest and the Unit-
ed Negro College Fund.
She vvill be awarded $300
, for her short story, "Vengeance ,
Is Mine.'' Manuscripts were,
judged by Frank G. Jennings.'
editor-at-large of the Saturday
Review.
James R. Miller. associate
professor of English at Le-
Moyne-Owen, was Miss haves'
ad v isor.
Miss Hayes \rill receive
the check at a luncheon at the
New york Ifdpin 11001 this
Friday May 8.
She flev,. to Ne,v York.
Wednesday.. May 6. and will
return Sunday: evening. May
atter a stopmer ia Wash-
ington, D.C.
The national office 01 UNCE.
located in New York City, is
.sponsoring the trip.
• Students who participated
i.cMoy ne. she !vas basileus lit
Alpha Kappa .Alpha Sorority-.
Miss Williams was named
one of the "outstanding 'Young
Women el _America" in 1969.
She is presently employer;
by the Memphis Board id
Education.
The prospective bridegroom
also is a graduate of Hamil-
ton :Liget School. He attends
Memphis S t ate University.
where he is majoring in bio-
logy. Ile is employed by the
U.S. Postal ,;eryiee.
1
. . . and you thought King Cotton Hot Dogs
More than just a sandwich
only went on a bun!
• More than just a
KING
COTTON
HOT DOGS
go well with salads, with soups, in casseroles, before the party snacks...
in virtually any food situation, King Cotton hot dogs are so versatile
snack
FLAVORFUL • JUICY • TASTY • NUTRITIOUS
Made in the U.S. Government Inspected Kitchens of
THE NAT BURING PACKING COMPANY.
MARINE AND BRIDE — Cpl. William Ivory, Jr.. United
States Marine Corps, and his bridi , the former Miss Char-
lotte Marie Nelson, are seen here following their wedding
on Sunday „April 26. He is the son of Mr. and M r s.
William Ivory, Sr., of 1851 Keltner Circle, Apt., and his
• bride the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Nelson of 1803
Patrick rd. Both are graduates of Hamilton High School.
Mrs. Ivory has been a checker at Bramlett's Big Star No.
35. The couple will live in Alban, Ga.
Wins
Prize
Pat*
Applications
Being Taken
For Camping
The Easter Seal Society of
West Tennessee is currently
taking applications for it's UM
summer camping program for
crippled children and adults.
Those who are interested in at-
tending this summer camp or
! know of a handicapped person
iwho would benefit from two
, weeks at this special .c a m p.
should contact: Easter Sea I
Society, P.O. Box 22451, Mem-
phis, Tennessee. 38122 or pisose
452-6249.
in the creative writing con-
test are enrolled in the 36
UNCE member colleges and
• universities.
The contest was dividA into
three categories: short story.
poetry and essay.
DAISY
•
AIRM.AN JEROME Davis, son
of Mrs. Ruthie M. Davis of 215
W. Brooks rd.. Memphis, has
been assigned to McGuire AFB,
N.J., for training and duty as
a fuels specialist. A 1968 Mitch-
ell High School graudate, he at-
tended State Technical institute
in Memphis.
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Our new Little Prune
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looks funny.
'Till you seethe perfect fit.
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A&T Gets NASA Grant
For Engineer Research
GREENSBORO, N. C. — The "It s also conceivable that the
School of Engineering at A&T findings of these projects will
State University reveived re-Icontribute to the national in-
search grants of $51.070, in- 1 terest and thereby add to the
eluding two grants from themoderization of NASA's ongo-
National Aeronautics and Space I ing development."
Administration (NASA) for One grant from NASA for
projects of national signi- $26,120 was awarded Leo
ficance. Williams, Jr., an associate
In announcing the grants,, professor of Electrical engi-
Dr. Lewis C. Dowdy, presi- neering at A&T. Williams will
dent of A&T. called the attempt to determine the elec-
research funds especially
thaw from NASA. "a break-
trical-chemical properties of
oxides of copper, lead a n d
through for predominately- vanadium pentoxide. He will
black institutions of higher also research very tiny circuits
learning." microelectric components)
The two grrants, totalling such as those used in the cur-
more than $39,000. are among rent Space program. He will
the first NASA research grants be assisted by Reginald G.
given to a predominantly-black Mitchener, assistant professor
college, of mechanical engineering.
The total amount also repre- The other NASA grant for
sents the lart est research $13,050 was awarded to Dr.
grant ever given to the A&T Paul E. Gray, •associate pro-
School of Engineering, which fessor of electrical engineering.
w o n national accreditation Gray will work in the area of
last summer. digital systems and attempt to
The other research grant re- develop a common medium be-
ceived Monday was for $12,000 tween individuals or machines
from Union Carbide Corpora-
tion. "This research comes at
a time when the A&T School
of Engineering is striving to
significantly enhance its re-
search activities," said Dow-
dy. "A successful outcome plex digital information and
with these projects will probab- systems.
ly mean that A&T will, in the The grant from Union ear-
near future, have an opportuni- bide was awarded to Paul
ty for beie,g awarded larger Parker. assistant professor of
grants form NASA.!' mechanical engineering.
"Moreover," Doody added. Parker's research will be
— - -
that can be used to explain the ,
ideas of information in-
terchange.
He hopes to obtain general-
ized models which can be used
to simplify the teaching of corn-
Whites Get Look
At Black Cam us
DURHAM, N. C. — When
more than 100 guidance coun-
selors tram high schools in the
12 counties of North Carolina's
Third Educational District
Mayor
Orders
Curfew
BALTIMORE — Ten Black
Panthers, including the locaU
captain' and two women, were:
arrested by 150 heavily armed
police who swept through the
city's ghettos in an early morn-
ing search for suspects in a
torture slaying.
Despiite rumors that had cir-
culated since the recent mur-
der of a policeman that a raid
was imminent, the police seem-
ed to catch the Panthers by
surprise and didn't fire a shot.'
Armed with shotguns, the po-
1.! point aonneo outlet
proof vests before breaking in-
to a building. But they met no
resistance.
Four of the ten arrested were
Captured when police spotted
them loading rifles and shot-
guns into a car near the Pan-
ther headquarters in East Bal-
timore. Among the four was
John Clark, the captain of the
Baltimore chapter.
He and the other three were
charged with illegal posses-
sion of firearms but were not
linked to the torture slaying.
Police Commissioner Donald
Pomerleau said the raids were
conducted as the result of 'an
investigation into the murder
of Black Panther Eugene Leroy
Anderson, 20, whose skeleton
was found in West Baltimore's
Leakin Park last Oct. 27.
Pomerleau saki Anderson
i visit North Carolina Centrali
!University May 1 and 2. they
:will see the campus as it real-I
ly is.
For many, perhaps most, of
the counselors, their visit to!
NCCU will be their first close-
;up look at any black campus.
'Most of the counselors are!
white, and in the days before!
large-scale integration had not
needed to know about the pre-
dominatly-Negro colleges.
On May 1 and 2. those coun-
selors will go through NCCU's
••,ifeteria lines and visit in
NCCU's dormitories, meet
NCCU's students and h ea r
NCCU's teachers.
The result should be sonic
new ideas about black colleges
in general and about North
Carolina Central University in
particular, according to Dr.
Glen R. Martin, one of the
planners of the Visiting Coun-
selors Program.
He and James F. Blue Jr..
.1
dean of students, have planned
the two-day program as an (
educational program. "The
program was not designed with
!recruitment in mind," Dr.
Martin said, "but the universi-
ty will look with favor on any:
students, white or black, who
are directed here as a result
of this program."
The program developed out
of an earlier brief visit by
counselors from e,c hools in,
North Carolina. That visit was
part of a two-week tour of all
the state's institutions,
concerned with an attempt to
reduce the level of stresses in
certain materials, with the
ultimate aim of possibly form-
ing new materials and n e w
shapes under pressure.
The NASA grants were co-
ordinated by Dr. Frederick
Williams, director of planning
and development at A&T
said NASA has provided sum-
mer employment for students
and faculty exchange programs!
for blacks, but had neve rl
given any research grants i
Leo Williams holds the bache-;
lor of science degree and a'
master of science degree in
engineering from the Univer-
sity of Illinois. He has taught
at Tuskegee Institute and
Prairie View A&M College.
Gray holds two engineering
degrees from Virginia Poly-
technic Institute and the Ph.D.
degree from Kansas State Uni-
versity. He formerly taught at
VPI and Kansas State Univer-
sity.
Parker is a graduate of A&T
and holds the master of science
degree from the State Univer-
shy of New York at Buffalo.
He formerly worked as a
stress analyst for Bell Aero-
systems Company in Buffalo.
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ington. D.C., painter and ar-
tist, Ahmohammed Milai, he
came to the Courier to join
the late Wilbert Hollway as a
staff artist in Mayl 1937. Both
artists illustrated at various
times interpretative drawings
and philosophy. Sports and edi-
torial cartoons by either of
the two men were also a fea-
ture of the paper.
Milai won the Black
ushers' National Newspaper
Publishers Association's Russ-
wurm trophies for best car-
toon in 1952, 1953, 1956, 1960,
Pub-
Feb. 1965 assassination of Mal-
colm X, Black Nationalist who
bolted the Black Muslims and
established his own following
In New York.
All, once a close confidant
of the Black Muslim prelate,
was active in Muslim affairs
and was one of the gey offi-1
cials to hold the organization's
purse strings. He is credited
with developing many of the
religion's thriving businesses.
All often served as spokes-
man for the elderly Muham-
mad, who spends the year
divided between his palatial
Kenwood home and a desert
residence in Arizona.
During Muhammad All's
boxing heyday, John All was
a principal of Main Bout, Inc.,
the firm which managed the
phenomenal boxer and booked
his bouts. Because of Muham-
mad Al's prowess as a box-
er it is likely that the firm
thrived. Also involved with
Main Bout was Herbert Mu-
hammad, grandson of the Mus-
lim leader.
It was a happy reunion for Joseph Green 18, and his moth-
er, Mary E. Green, after he was released from the Cook
County jail. Young Green was released on bond after being
held for nine months as a murder suspect. People in his
his home neighborhood raised his e1,500 bail which allowed
him to go "free."
Labor Union To Hire, Train
1,768 In Construction Work
WASHINGTON — The Lab-, ment of Health. Education, and
orers' International Union of i Welfare.
North America, AFL-CIO, will; The four weeks of OJT will
give on-the-job training (OJT) be conducted on employers'
opportunities as construction premises or job sites and will
workers to 1,768 jobless or un- be carried out in four phases,
deremployed persons, Secretary In Phase I the trainees will ac-
of Labor George P. Shultz has quire skills in using drills and
announced, small air tools; Phase II, pipe-
The 13-month contract — the laying, reading blueprints, and
union's third under the Man. first aid; Phase Ill, small-ma-
power Development and Train-
ing Ace — has been funded for
$1,984,271 at an average cost
per trainee of $1.122-
About half me trainees will Employers will pay trainees
be new hires, most of them re- whatever starting wages are
cruited from the disadvantaged set forth in collective bargain-
jobless. The rest will get skill l ing agreements, but not less
upgrading to develop into all-: than the federal minimum wage
around skilled laborers abler ate.
to work in all phases of con- I The $1.98 million contract pro-
struction work, thus assuring, eides for s514,438 training-cost
steadier employment. ; reimbursement to employers,
Four weeks of prejob class-15893,521 for classroom instruc-
room instruction will be provick tion. $478,416 for allowances
ed with the cooperation of the while in school. $22,296 f o r
Office of Education, Depart- trainee travel to training loca-
I
sues involved in the trial of 121See Truce Black Panthers on kidnap-mur-der charges in the slaying of
'fellow Panther Alex Rackley. '
Continued From Page I It was left to students to dee
cially troubled for several'
months, was closed indefinite-
y following that day's vio-
ence.
Fighting between black and
vhite students broke out there
after black students held a
grievance meeting. The fight-
ing Frilled into the streets, and
several stores in an eight-block
after black students held a
grievance meeting. The fight-
ing spilled into the streets, and
several stores in an eight-block
section of Visger st. were looted
and one burned down apparent-
ly as a result of a firebomb-
ing.
Mrs. Alice Solomon and Mrs.
Kathryn Ray of the Division
of Pupil Personnel Services of
the State Department of Public
Instruction suggested to NCCU
president Albert N. Whiting at
that time that a longer visit
would be of great help to the
counselors. They pointed out
that counselors in newly-inte-
grated schools were being ask-
ed about NCCU and similar
schools, but had no answers.,
The institute, they estimated.'
would cost approximately $3,-
was tortured at Panther head- 000. At that point, the 
aid
quarters on July 10 and 11 and of NCCU's 
director of Develop-
apparently killed on July 12. ment, William P. 
Malone, was
The commissioner said he didh enlisted and he 
approached
not know the motive for the the Reynolds Babcock 
Founda-
murder but said Anderson was tion for financ
ial assistance.
not associated with any law en- Dr. William Archie 
of the
forcement agency. foundation offe
red a matching
Panther Bobby Seale and funds gran
t of $1,500, to be
aid
others are charged in Con- P
necticut with the torture slay- raised by the 
school, Malone
inc of a Panther who allegedly then 
enlisted Paul Wright, Jr..
' -
Bank, as a fund 7a:st:r 1,1r the
prgeeit
,t, apprsached other
uurham financial and business
institutinns, as well as 'active
was a police informant. p e
Pomerleau said 18 persons,
including six at the ten arrest-
ed, wece wee thied in e Aviv
son killing. Of tht: 18 Peeler
Pao-leau said 11 were Black 
itional funds
Police used tear gas to dis-
perse crowds of approximately
1,000 who inflicted damage po-
lice estimated at $250,000 be-
fore calm was restored. Gov.
William G. Milliken sent 6()
state troopers into Ecorse, and
police from 14 neighboring com-
munities also arrived to help.
In Detroit, which is next to
River Rouge, several hun-
dred students walked out of the
nearly all black Southwestern
high school and marched sev-
eral blocks toward River
Rouge before they broke up.
Merchants along the route said
some of their windows were
broken.
! Technically, state law says
'that only the governor can de-
clare a state of emergency in
Michigan. But Atty. Gen. Frank
J. Kelley said in an opinion in
1968 that local communities
ha( e the authority ti declare
a state of emergency if their
charter entrusts the mayor with
keeping the peace. There is
such a clause in the River
Rouge charter
thers and one was 3 uhiie at- dual donors, and within a few Brewster
Varney from out of state. Jays the matching fends were
Pomerleau said t raise a.e rahe
were not an attack on the The school cooperated with
Black Panther party itself. the State Board Higher Edu-
"We are not directing our cation and the Division of Pu-
efforts towards the Black Pan- pil Personnel Services in plan-
ning the program.
The counselors, will tour the
campus in small groups, hear
remarks from university ad-
ministrators and faculty mem-
bers, meet student government
officers, and visit in residence
halls on campus.
Most such events on the cam-
pus involve specially prepar-.
ther Party," he said, "only to-
‘eards those involved in the
homicide."
Charges were filed against
the six arrested and against
a man who was already being
held in jail for the murder of
Patrolman Donald Sager. Mar-
shall Conway, accused with two
others of the ambush slaying
of Sager, was also charged with ed meals, served at the tables,
being an accessory before the . This program, Dr. Martin said,
fact in the Anderson murder ! will be different.
chine operation, cutting torches
chain saws; and Phase IV, form
setting, asphalt laying. hand
tools, and handling of materials
Con:inued From Page
guards that are necessary to
assure a fair criminal trial. I
"But our history has els&
shown," he said, often in dra-
matic cases, that racial minori-
ties and unpopular radicals
have found it difficult to ob-
tain an unbiased jury of their
peers and a fair bearing free
of extraneous passions and
prejudice "
Brewster's original statement
came at a meeting of the
Yale college faculty which vot-
ed self-determination on a
'moratorium to discuss the is-
cide whether to attend classes
this week or participate in the
overall protest.
State Sen. Edward L. Marcus.
D-New Haven, also a Yale
Alumnus. asked that a poll be
taken of Yale alumni and stu-
dents on whether Brewster
should he removed from hi,
post.
Marcus who is seeking thi•
Democratic Senate nomination.
said he "questioned the com-
petency" of Brewster because
of his comments.
Marcus told Brewster in a
letter that it appeared to him
"statements by you and other
'university officials have served
to inflame community tensions
and encourage mob action."
Bombing•
Continued From Page 1
was estimated at a half mil-I
lion dollars.
Only 10 minutes earlier, a
blast ripped through the air
conditioning unit of the Baton
Rouge county club, raining
metal on a parking lot.
A black crossbow arrow and
a note were discovered after an
I anonymous caller telephoned
I the UPI bureau in Baton Rouge
and said the note was at the
1 Batoil Rouge Morning Advo-
cate, a newspaper.
"There's an arrow at the
Morning Advocate deposit slot
explaining both bombs," said
; the caller, who hung up when
asked to repeat the statement.
Reporters from the Advo-
cate's afternoon sister paper,
The State-Tirries, rushed in the
mail slot and found the 14-inch
arrow wrapped in a piece of
brown paper.
"This is a partial payment
for the murder of three of my
black brothers," the note
said. "Crimes against black
people will not be tolerated.
Three dead pigs — Dunaway,
Coates. Dormand."
The note apparently referred
to Wilfred F. Dunaway, a city
marshal in nearby Zachary,
La. Baton Rouge Policeman
Jimmie D. Dormand and fore
mer city policeman Luther W.
Coates.
All three were involved in
fatal shootings last year of
young black burglary suspects.
tions. and $75,000 for subsist.
ence.
Training in 13 States calls for
360 trainees in California
(Southern) with a federal in-
vestment of $512,407; 128 in
Florida. $128,046; 128 in Ha-
waii, $137.262; 96 in Kansas,
$101,027: iN in Louisiana, $133,
166; 64 in Maryland, $67,095;
160 in Massachusetts, $169,656;
128 in Michigan, $137,262; 160 in
Missouri, $167,736; 96 in N e w
York. $102,563; 128 in North
Carolina, $125.998: 64 in V i r-
ginia. $64,791; and In in Wis-
consin, $137,262.
In its first MDTAYOJT con-
tract with a goal of hiring and
training 1,984 jobless, more
than 2,000 were enrolled and
1,676 completed the program.
In its second contract to hire
and train 2,564 jobless, 2,821
were enrolled and 2,543 com-
pleted. Total federal investment
in both projects was slightly
below $4.5 million.
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A SAMUEL MILA1
... Buried
1965, 1966, 1967 and 1968.
He was a part time profes- 1 1
sor at Pittsburgh's Ivy School I
of Professional Art from 1964 ;
to 1967. In 1968, he became
a full-time professor at the
Pittsburgh Art Institute and
was serving in that capacity
at his death.
Milai was given the award
of best cartoonist "by the Pitts-
burgh Newspaper Guild's An-
nual Page i publication iin
1958 and won the Pittsburgh
Press Club's "Golden Quill"
award in 1963.
He is survived by his son,
Dr. Ahmed Samuel Milai, Jr.,
two sisters. Mrs. Fay Rucker
and Mrs. Florida Brown and
two grandchildren.
John Ali
Continued From Page 1
was not available for comment
yesterday.
This was the second major
shakeup in the Black Muslims
in more than a year. Last April
4, Muhammad All — nee
Cassius Clay — was drummed
out of the religion by Muham-
mad for the athlete's broad-
cast remarks which indicated
that he would like to re-enter
the ring.
That suspension was toi
have lasted one year. The
exact status of the former;
boxer is not known, though
it was hinted here that he
was "welcomed back into the
fold."
Other reports have it that
the boxer — now living in
Philadelphia — is ponderingl
whether to return to the Mus-
lims to resume his religious!
career as a black Muslim mi-
nister.
John Ali, was considered the
number two Muslim after the
SATURDAY, MAY 9, 1970
,
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ment. Just last month Leonard
indleated similes' statewide
suits still were being discussed
against the North and South
Carolina, Arkansas, Mississip-
pi and Florida.
The department has since ne-
gouated an agreement with
Arkansas, and Leonard said
"really considerable" vaunt:au
compliance across other yeas
of the South may make any
more statewide suits unneces-
sary.
He predicted dual school sys-
tems for black and white will
be eliminated by the time
school opens in September, Al-
though he admitted there still
will be all-white and all-black
schools in all sections of the
country.
What will exist, he said, will
be unitary school systems. hie
defined that concept as '`a
school district in which each
child goes to the school serving
the area in which he lives."
Expect
Get theBest
Used Cars From the
Get More Dealer!
0 1925 UNION AVE.zfisHER 275-11483250 SUMMER
324-4444
SEE
TOMMY
GRANT
HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
(If he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
Here is one of the outstandingautomobile salesmen
in the Memphis area. Naturally, he's at Union Chev,
roles. Tommy Grant is ready to show you on outstand-
ing selection of fine new and used cars and trucks.
He con be of great help in assisting and ad v i sing
you on financing, See Tommy Grant... Make o No. 1
Buy on Ame-ico's No, 1 Cat -- Chevrolet at Union.
2200 tAYAR
324-3611 CHEVROLET
PRODUCT OF U.S.A. !Off, NEUTRAL SPIRITS DISTILLED FROM CRAIN. % PROOF CORDON'S DRY CIN CO Of/ . UNGER, N.I.
••>
like the academic life. The large amount
of daily decision -making challenges me... and I devote myself
studiously to it. Why not? I figure any job worth doing
is worth doing well. That's why my gin is Gordon's.
They've done their job well for over 200 years!"
GORDON'S GIN, CREATED IN LONDON, ENGLAND IN 1769. IT'S THE BIGGEST SELLER IN ENGLAND, AMERICA, THE WORLD,
Gordon's: It's how the English keep their gin up!
1 I t I(1) 1 1 11 1 \
OBSEBVE SIGMA DAY — Songs and dances abiut Sigma
Gamma Rho Sorority were presented on the LeMoyne-Ow-
en College campus last week when this group celebrated
Sigma Day. Sorors seated from left are Marjorie Bosley,
Wilma Marshall, Edna Allen, Luberta Walker, Lurecia
_
TO HELP YOUTH — These three men will
assist young people in Memphis to find
jobs this summer. From left are Bob Brown,
defensive tackle for Green Bay Packers.
who is associate director of Memphis Sum-
mer Youth Employment Program; Tam
Gabbard, co-chairman of Summer Youth
drown, Debris Graham and Arvelia Edwards. Standin-.
,roni let, are Opal Greer, Lee Hafford, Patricia Howard,
Ltd Kelly, Evelyn McBride, Thelma Simmons, Louise Hat-
ford Linda VincenL, Edna Pullen tuid Stephanie Martin.
MeChriston Photo)
Employment Committee of Memphis Em-
ployers' Merit Employment Association, and
Robert Atkins of Human Resources Divi-
sion, Memphis Area Chamber of Commerce.
ilirector of Summer Youth Employment
Program.
Bordeaux Concertmaster
Joins Florida Faculty
GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA —
The concertmaster of the Bor-
deaux (France) Symphony Or-
chestra will join the University
of Florida's Department of
Music faculty in September.
Elwyn Adams, with the Bor-
deaux group since 1963, grad-
uated with honors from the New
England Conservatory and is
a former student of Richard
Burgin, for years concertmas-
ter and assistant conductor of
the Boston Symphony Orches-
tra and now distinguished pro-
fessor of violin at Florida State
University.
Among the musical honors fie
has received are the 1955 first
prize in the Fourth Internation-
al Music Competition in M un-
ich, Germany; first prize for
violin and second prize f o.r
chamber music at the Royal
Conservatory of Brussels in
1957, and a third prize in inter-
national competition in Moscow
in 1957.
In 1958, Adams was awarded
the Diplome d'Exellence at the
. Brussels World's Fair. He par-
ticipated in the 1959 Queen
I, Elizabeth's Competition. p e r-
I formed for the queen, and re-
ceived as a gift a rare Vuil-
laume violin which belonged to
' the great violinist Eugene
Ysaye.
• Reid Poole. music chairman.
said, "The Department of Music
is happy to have a man of
Adams' talent and experience
to join the faculty. He will
perform as the first violinist
with the Florida String Quartet
and will continue his own solo
performance engagements. Mr.
Adams will be heard on cam-
pus and in Florida as a violin:
soloist and will teach and coach
string students at the Univer-
The luck of the Scotch.
Johnnie Walker Red
So smooth-world's best selling Scotch
IRENDED iSCOTCH WHISKY. 86.8 PROOF. IMPORTED BY SOMERSET IMPORTERS, LTD., NEW YORK, NEW 
YORK
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'Sigma Day'
Is Observed
At LeMoyne
The Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority "swept" the LeMoyne-
Owen College campus Wednes-
day afternoon, April 22, with
songs and dances about Sigma.
It ,.vas. a beautiful occasion.
About twenty sorors from Lane
College appeared and helped
their sisters on LeMoyne-Owen'
campus ye.lebrate their first
annual SIGMA DAY.
Sweaters, banners and other
• rival blue and gold souvenirs
were wax ed signifying that the
! Sigmas were happy over the
affair.
The program was launched by
ursAlarjor'e 13: xlet-. Maria
Butler, and Amelia Edwards.
They decided. since Lhe week
was set aside as "Greek Week,"
SI(1NIA DAY could fai! in the
middle of the week and high-
lights their activities. And it did.
The students on LeMoyne-
- Owen's campus showed their
appreciation of the lively dances
an son.4s
: pplauses.
Couple Visits
Relatives
Dr. and Mrs. Claude C. New -
and eaughter Stephanie
visited their parents during the
Easter holidays. Ile is the son
:)f Mrs. Catherine Newsom and
.grandson of Mrs. annie L.
:iou.4on of 599 iiuron. Mrs.
'vewsorn's parents. are Mr. and
Mrs. Austin of Burlington, Tenn.
Dr. Newsom is a graduate of
Manassas High School and is a
dentist in Indianapolis.
‘1155 .XIAGN‘t•ii•E' is seen here faltiw-
q•i•t icr cerana,i-qt in a pigeant held in the
Melrose High S.Itr.al audiorium on Frida
night. April 21. ,o an affair for the benef t
of the Glenview lirant.h of the YMCA. Alis,
Valeria .fe n Phitlips is the second winne.
in the c .ntest. From laft a.:e Morris Jen-
kins, executive director of the Glenview
YMCA: Daniei Vt rd. ba4leus of graduate
( hap'er e Dm,.ga Psi Fraternity; Miss
,Gloria Venson, Quette pr
:riean: and Mrs. Lois Gilder,
oresiden: of Quetles. an auxiliary of the
.raternity. (withers Photo)
OH, HOW
EY CLICK.
Kodak Instamatiecameras click with just about everyone. Day after day after day.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
SET. They'll get many
happy returns with the Kodak Instamatic
44 camera. All in sharp, beautiful color, in
snapshots or slides. And just by dropping
in the film. It's less than $10.
FOR THE IBRIMAND-GROOM AND GRAD SET.
Give them a good send-off with the auto-
matic wonder. Electric eye, film advance,
flashcube rotation—they're all automatic.
Sharp lens. Special setting for easy close-
ups. Complete Kodak Instamatic 414 color
outfit, less than $57.
FOR THE MOM SET. Keep Mother's Day senti-
mental—give her a Kodak Instamatic 124
camera. She'll take great color snapshots or
slides. Drop-in loading. Nothing to set—or
forget. In a complete outfit, less than $22.
Kodak
FOR THE DAD SET. Make Father's Day
really memorable with the Kodak
Instamatic 314 camera. Drop-in load-
ing. Fast lens. Automatic electric eye.
Special setting for easy close-ups.
Complete outfit, less than $47.
aoicti-IL44.7-111&'"tit
Kodak special movie offer.
Five-piece set. Less than $35.
Here's everything you need to take big, bright super 8 movies. Great for
movies of kids, vacations, parties, picnics, you name it. The FunSet in-
cludes the Kodak Instamatic M22 movie camera, carrying case, Kodak
movie film cartridge, batteries and a helpful movie idea book.
It
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Douglas, A
The contemptible attempt to hu-
miliate Associate Justice William
0. Douglas and remove him from
the Supreme Court is quite in keep-
ing with the stance of the Republi-
can strategy. The present objective
calls for stripping the court of its
liberal and farsighted members so
as to lessen its effectiveness as a
center of judicial power.
The court, under our constitu-
tional system, is not only omnipotent
in the adjudication of legal disputes,
it also determines the contour of our
social philosophy. The Dred Scott
decision held the Negro back f o r
years as a hyphenated American
citizen: and the Plessy vs. Ferguson
opinion kept the black man out of
the stream of American society
from 1896 until 1954, when the Su-
preme Court struck a solar plexus
blow to segregation.
In all of the numerous decisions
in the last decade affirming t h e
rights of the Negro as a citize n.
Justice Douglas has been on the
forefront of the court's mandates. He
has been both eloquent and profound
in the demonstration of his insight
into the need for social justice and
equity.
He has not once deviated from
the basic principle of ordinate hu-
man rights as a process which forms
not only the corner stone of his per-
sonal philosophy, but the very struc-
ture upon which rests the assump-
tion of democracy.
There is a systematic drive by
evil forces to transmute the court
Great Jurist
into their own reactionary image.
It was their incessant criticism that
finally drove out of the court, Earl
Warren — the most liberal Chief
Justice in the long history of the
Supreme Court. They made it t o o
hot for the scholarly Abe Fortas to
remain on the court. And now, they
are after Douglas, known for t h e
brilliance of his logic and the li-
beralism of his convictions. Should
they succeed in this vicious c a m-
paign, it would be the end of the
court as a liberal independent
branch of the federal government in
both thought and action.
There is no substantial basis on
which to invoke the "articles of im-
peachment" against Justice D o u g-
las. The Constitution mentions "high
crimes and misdemeanors" as
grounds for impeachment, and t h e
tradition has been to impeach a n d
convict only for grave criminal of-
fenses. Justice Douglas' record is
unencumbered on these points.
But the ultimate failure of t h e
campaign initiated with such passion
and hatred by Representative Ge-
rald Ford of Michigan, will do more
harm to the Republican Party than
to Justice Douglas.
However it may be the result of
Mr. Ford's demarche, the GOP
will bear the onus of having revi-
talized the McCarthy era of absolu-
tism. suspicion and repression — an
era that brought much despair, dis-
illusionment and discomfort to all
decent and loyal American citizens.
Nixon's New Choice For The Court
In a confidential letter to chair-
man James 0. Eastland of the Sen-
ate Judiciary Committee, the Jus-
tice Department reports that Su-
preme Court nominee Harry A.
Blackmun of Minnesota has a net
worth of about $125,000.
The information on Blackmun's
finances, together with descriptions
of some of his major rulings on civil
rights, civil liberties, and criminal
cases as a member of the Eight
Federal Circuit Court of Appeals
since 1959, was sent to Eastland by
Deputy Attorney General Richard
G. Kleindienst. Eastland' s commit-
tee will start hearings on the nomi-
nation April 29.
Alluding to the fact that finan-
cial questions were a major factor
in last year's Senate rejection of
Clement F. Haynsworth Jr. of South
Carolina, the Kleindienst letter cited
several cases in which Blackmun
had ruled in disputes concerning
companies in which he held stocks.
But Kleindienst said the
amounts of the stock held by Black-
mun were so small in each case and
the evidence of his impartiality so
great that no blame could be at-
tached to him in the opinion of the
Justice Department.
Kleindienst said Blackmun's
$125,000 net worth consisted of $75,-
000 in stocks and bonds and bank
accounts and about $50,000 repr e-
sented by equity in his family home
in Rochester, Minn.
The putting forward of detailed
financial information on these hold-
ings before the hearings was ap-
parently an attempt to avoid some
of the difficulties that faced Hayns-
worth and which led to that judge's
rejection for the Supreme Court.
Gov. Kirk Loses Appeal
Florida Gov. Claude R. Kirk
was rebuffed when the Supreme
Court denied his motion to transfer
his school busing case from the fed-
eral courts directly to the high court.
In a brief unsigned order with-
out comment the Court dismissed
Mr. Kirk's much-publicized effort to
seek a direct confrontation with the
federal government before the na-
tion's highest tribunal
Gov. Kirk sought the transfer
in the midst of his eight-day refusal
to comply with the order of United
States District Court Judge Ben
Krentzman in Tampa for desegrega-
tion of the Manatee County schools.
The Justice Department urged
the Supreme Court to deny Mr.
Kirk's motion to transfer the case
"It is inadmissible that any officer
— high or low — should assume the
stance that he will not obey the order
of any court but this Court, the
department's brief said.
The Governor thought he would
have been sustained by the Justice
Department. It was a natural de-
open hostility to school busing to
duction. The logic that led to it was
achieve the goal of racial balance.
Mr. Kirk took the law into his
own hands when he dismissed the
County school Superintendent a n d
the school board to prevent them
from carrying out the desegregation
order of the District judge.
In this the Florida Governor was
following the pattern of defiance set
before him by Gov. Faubus of Ar-
kansas, Barnett of Mississippi and
Wallace of Alabama. But Pres i-
dents Eisenhower, and Kennedy
summoned federal troops to enforce
the decisions of the federal court in
Little Rock and in Oxford. In so doing,
they lived up to the country's c o n-
stitutional commitment.
Kirk knew that Nixon would
not call on the national guard in
support of the action of the Florida
court. Such a step would have been
at variance with the Nixon Southern
Strategy. Mr. Kirk was correct in
that assumption. He got away with
his defiance of the court order with-
out military confrontation. And so
far as the Dixie racists are c o n-
on's cap.
WAR VERSUS PEACE
The strong suspicions of many of us that the war
once underway in Viet Nam would spread to the total
continent of South Asia are daily being confirmed.
This war not only kills and maims our men but
it also makes a casualty of our conscience and bru-
talizes our sensitivities.
The old folks would say when we blundered into
a bid situation resulting in something worse, that we
had "played hell." Well, we've not only played "hell"
but we have created the very bedevilment for count-
less millions (and ultimately billions) of Asians that
we accused the Communists of creating.
Many of us could care less, to us these countries
are mere umbrella and elephant fantasies of fairy
tales and musicals. But we should sit up and take
careful notice of what is happening, for it is and will
continue to affect all of us.
MY VIEW
Are We Equally Concerned?
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
We waited, hopeful that James A.
Lovell, Jr., Fred M. Haise, Jr., and
John L. Swigert, Jr. would return to
earth alive. It seems that not only
Americans but people everywhere were
anxious for the astronauts'
safe return. Many people
prayed that they would
return alive. President
Nixon called for Sunday,
April 19, to be a day of
prayer and thanksgiving
for their safe return. He
himself journeyed a few
thousand miles to Honolu-
lu to greet them. Lovell,
Haise, and Swigert have
become famous not by walking on the
moon but by returning to earth safely
after a defeat in their efforts to get to
the moon. They have made history.
The three men deserve all the
praise they have received. We were un-
easy about them and so were peoples
from other lands — foes and friends
alike. But are we equally concerned
about the forty thousand or more who
have died in Vietnam and the thousands
I who are killed each year? We more or
less take death in Vietnam for granted
and few pray for the safe return of our
soldiers. We know that the business of
I war is to kill. It would be futile to go
I to battle praying for safety. Death is
inherent in war and death for many is
inescapable. Those in power are certain-
ly not concerned enough about the safe-
ty of our soldiers to put a quick end to
the war.
Thousands are killed annually on
our highways. We take it for granted
that thousands will die from automobile
accidents during 1970. There are no
prayers for the starving. It is estimated
that 10,000 people die every day from
starvation. Other millions are slowly dy-
ing from the same cause. in theEven
United States all is not rosy. The eco-
nomically secure do very little for those
who are suffering from hunger and mal-
nutrition.
Most of us who have much are not
very generous in our giving. Many of
us are stingy in our support of good
causes. We prefer to spend much on ex-
pensive houses, clothes, cars and drinks.
I know people who will spend hundreds on war and defense and an additional amount on
of dollars for one party but will give space technology.
only $10, $25, $100, or nothing to their, As the prophet Isaiah so wisely reminded us,
alma maters, little to the church and 
"Men must study war no more, for if they study it,
nothing to support social welfare agen- they will engage in war . . ."
cies and civil rights movements.
Of course, there was nothing most of
us could do for the astronauts but pray.
The ground crew scientists and tech-
nicians — in Houston and the astr o-
nauts themselves had to do the work.
In case of death, the government would
see to it that their families would not
suffer. This was a spectacular feat and
the world stood and applauded and
breathed a sigh of relief when the three
men returned safely. I, too am glad. It
would be mighty fine, though, if we ex-
pressed in tangible ways our concern
for the safety of all life — that of the
iprdinary man who will live and die un-
known, unhonored and unsung.
The Viet Nam war has already cost this nation
42,000 lives. Forty-two thousand young men, heads of
families and of school systems, heads of scientific lab-
oratories and of safety forces in this nation.
In other words, a population the size of several
combined towns in this and other states . . . now
lies moldering in graves.
And our sins and sinning against innocent peoples
go marching on . . . from Viet Nam it was Laos
. .. now it is Cambodia. Who knows what next . . .
perhaps the whole of the Asian subcontinent.
Not only are we the world's policemen . . . we
now insist upon being its foreign policymakers also.
While we spend quantities of time bemoaning the
population increase, we spend quantities of money
and human resources engaging in mass incineration
of people least able to react to our threatening night.
Today, we hear people blithely say "That's the
President's business," and hear the Secretary of State
arrogantly assert that we are in Cambodia and 'Con-
gressional declaration of hostilities or not, we cannot
retreat.'
A POINT
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
"NATIVE SON"
William "Bill" Gordon stop-
ped off briefly in Memphis last
week.
Maybe the name doesn't
mean much to you. Well, Mr.
Gordon is one of the products
of black Memphis. He is a
newspaperman . . once
worked with the Memphis
World and served later in New
York. Atlanta, and later over
half the world in Nigeria,
Africi, Sweden, and else-
where. He is currently a visit-
ing professor at the University
of Wisconsin . . . lecturing on
journalism. He is on leave
from the United States In-
formation Service. He is co-
ordinator of civil rights, and
urban affairs in the USIA press
service in Washington, D.C.
It's a long way from Booker
T. Washington High School, and
LeMoyne College to Harvard
University, international re-
cognition, and fame. Mr. Gor-
don's career has a lot to say
to black boys and girls of
Memphis. He started off hop-
ping cars.
OF VIEW
FAIR'
Last week Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew was quoted
as saying the Nixon Admini-
stration is determined to
treat the South fairly. He said
"there is a conscious and de-
termined effort by the Ad-
ministration to see that the
South is treated in an even-
handed manner with the rest
of the nation "
When has t h e South been
treated unfairly? Even after
trying to split the nation, and
subjecting itself to the devasta-
tion of war, the South came
out better than most defeated
groups.
True the South's slave eco-
nomy was shifted to a semi-
slave set-up. True, the South
has carried a guilt complex
and a defeatist bitterness
for over a hundred years.
But there is no record of any
Presidential a d ministration's
treating the south unfairly.
The south has treated itself
unfairly. Mr. Agnew read
the nation's history . . . Na-
tional as well as sectional . . .
more closely!
FOOD FIRST
A rare group of men passed
through Memphis last week.
They were a group of na-
tionally-known athletes and
their associates.
The group was on its way
to Holly Springs, Miss. Led
by Jim Brown, movie actor
and f o rmer football star
with the Cleveland Browns, they
went to Holly Springs in con-
nection with a project known
as the Food First Project.
Food First is designed to pro-
vide food, shoes, clothing and
economic aid to the poor . . .
the vast majority of whom
are black.
Brown and the other athletes
are lending their prestige,
fame, money, time, and ener-
gy to the endeavor to feed
the e c onomically shackled
black victims of poverty who
live in and around Holly Springs.
Many Memp hians have
heard of the effort to feed
their fellow blacks in Miss
despite the efforts of certain
types of Mississippi whites to
starve them out.
Who's accountable to whom for our warring poli-
cy — which has, in fact, become our foreign policy?
But the real issue is that we here in America
constitute about six per cent of the world's population,
yet we consume 35-40 per cent of the world's product.
We are responsible for over 50 per cent of the world's
population and we own over 83 per cent of the world's
wealth, that is to say Americans do.
Moreover, while we grudingly spend 5/10ths of
one per cent of our own GNP on economic opportunity
programs, we spend nearly 11 per cent of that GNP
It is a fact that the current war, though unde-
clared, has cost more than all of the wars between
the 11th and 16th centuries, a particularly bloody
major city department.
Whites exchange department directorships for a
multiple number of petty inspector, baliff, and other-
wise glorified messenger jobs which go to blacks,
whose loyalty cannot be debated . . and nothing
proves this any more than the black vote on election
day.
So while 500,000 black voters are submerged in a
riot of racism evident in the actions of the city
administration, the Irish, German, Polish, Italian,
you name it . . . the ethnic conspiracy proceeds a-
foot.
We are denied political ethics and then shut out
of the enterprise of the political decision making pro-
cesses and excluded from the economic benefits.
WAKE UP, BLACK FOLK ... AS LE ROI JONES
TELLS US, IT'S NATION TIME!
An Open Letter
Once again it appears that our national priorities are to he
distorted out of all reasonable proportion by some unknown, but
seemingly compelling need for foreign adventure. Again, do-
mestic needs will be ignored as national attention focuses on a
hopless conflict between Asian peoples. And this time it seems
that we have contributed to the hopelessness of the conflict
The evidence indicates the presence of clandestine Ameri-
can influence in the overthrow of the neutralist government of
Prince Norodom Sihanduk in Cambodia and in his replacement
by a right wing, Western
-oriented military government.
And now the Pentagon will protect "American Interests" in
Indochina. And now Americans will sacrifice to all the people
of Cambodia the right of "self-determination."
And now America's young men will die. America's re-
sources will be committed to war. America's domestic needs
. poverty, pollution, urban overcrowding, inflation will all
have to wait as we concentrate on a wider
-winless and un-
winable war. But the situation isn't all bad! Career officers
will advance in rank much faster with the impetus of a good
"war" record. And war is always profitable. So we'll build
tanks and planes and guns and ships .and promote lieutenants
and captains and colonels and ensigns and admirals and
generals
And Americans will starve and live in substandard housing
and there will continue to be riots . . and polluted air, and
polluted water, and higher and higher taxes• • and higher and
higher draft calls and higher and higher casualty lists. . . and
more and more grief for mothers and brothers sisters and
fathers en get ready we're going to help the people of
Cambodia just like we've been helping the people of South
Vietnam and it's going to cost!
ERIC ANDERSON
RADIO STATION WLOK
MEMPHIS, TENN.
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UNSUNG HEROINES were heralded at the Greyhound-Tri
State Defender Woman of the Year Luncheon April 21,
in the Living Room and are seen giving their undivided
attention to Joe Black, Vice
-President Greyhound Corpo-
ration as he speaks to them. The idea for citing women in
"CONGRATE MRS. LUCILLE PRICE," first alternate to
the Woman of the Year say her friends and neighbors at
the Grehound-Tri-State Defender Luncheon at the Living
ROom. Left to right sharing Mrs. Price's joy are h e r
friends and neighbors in the New Chicago and Klondyke
'Mixed Notes'
To Tour The
Pacific
GRAMBLING, La.—(Special)
— "The mixed Notes," a musi-
cal variety troupe from Gramb-
ling College, embarked on an
eight-week tour of the Pacific
Command Wednesday to enter-
tain American military person-
nel
fourteen members of the
trove and Conrad Hutchingson,
Jr., producer and director of
the show, departed from the
Monroe airport for Seattle
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various cities throughout the United States who have not
received recognition for their accomplishments i3sxg h e
brainchild of Mr. Black, who was formerly one of t h e
first Negroes to integrate the major baseball league and
played pitcher with the Brooklyn Dodgers.
area where she has been active in community activitit s
for over twenty-three :sears are, leit to right; Mrs. Vera
Moten, Mrs. Florence Chrysler, Mrs. Jeanetta Bradley,
Mrs. Price, Mrs. Alma Morris and Mrs. Floyd Willie Da-
vis. (Withers Photo.)
'Earth Day' Observed
In Clean-Up At Corry
During the week of April 20-
24, the Corry Junior High
School English and language
arts students spearheaded an
"Environmental T e ac h-In
Week" aimed against all forms
of pollution.
Monday afternoon, the stu-
dents had a demonstration
march against pollution to in-
spire other students for t h e
"Earth Day" activities.
A panel discussion was held
on Tuesday with nine boys in-
forming the students of the pur-
pose of Earth Day. A brief play
and skit was also presented.
A very large number of stu-
dents participated voluntarily
in the cleaning of lockers, wash-
ing writing off walls, doors
and restrooms on Wednesday.
In the faternoon, the school
grounds were cleared of paper,
broken bottles and other debris.
On Thursday and Friday, the
students planted trees a n d
shrubbery donated by parents
and teachers.
Among those who donated for
trees and shrubbery were Mrs.
Ella Mauldin, Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Holloweway, Mr. and Mrs. Abe
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. James
Caples, Mr. and Mrs. James
M. Scales, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
L. Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Gene
L. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Lean-
dras Jones, and Mr. and Mrs.
Otis B. Lighfoot.
And Mr. and Mrs. James
Winston, Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Wilborn, Mr. and Mrs. James'
E. Bell, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. In-
gram. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence'
Powers, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
F. Gardner, Mr, and Mrs. Jesse
Wilson, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Ya2
kamar Triplett, Mr. and Mrs.
! Ernest L. Young, Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Brown, Mr. and M r s.
Ulysses Nesbitt, Mr. and Mrs.
Theotric Whitney, Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Morris and Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Brayon.
Others were Mr. and M r s.
Joseph Simmons, Sr., Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Holly, Mr. and Mrs.
Esra Chapman, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Butts, Mr. and Mrs.
Emmitt Simon, Jr., Mr. a n d
Mrs. Frank Tharp, Mr. a n d
Mrs. John Robertson, Mr. and
Mrs. James Norfleet, Mr. and
Mrs. Willie McKinney, Mr. and
Mrs. Al R. Taylor, Mr. a n d
Mrs. J. L. Dotson, Rev. and
Mrs. H.L. Wheeler and the Rev.
and Mrs. Ammon Jordan.
And Mrs. Sarah R. Smith,
Mrs. Emma Turner, Mrs. Alice
Budweiser is...
the best reason in the world
to drink beer.
(But you know that.)
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Jeffery, Mrs. Ellen Hall, Mrs.
Pearlie Mae Mims, Mrs. Ber-
nia 0. Washington, Mrs. Mar-
garet Allen, Mrs. E. Kneeland,
mrs. Leola C. Crawford, Mrs.
Mamie Campbell, Mrs. Char-
rotn1111*
"%wall
41K-2.rt,
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lene Scales, Mrs. Robbie Lee
Patterson, Mrs. Fannie Sehaw,
Mrs. Della Matthews, Mrs. Ve-
letta Walthall, Mrs. Peare B.
Drumwright, Mrs. Ruth Hemp-
hill and Mrs. Rosa Wilson.
50,000 WATTS, OF SOLID SOUL
THEO WADE 3-6:30 A.M.
Theres Only One"Bless My Bones"and WDIA's got him!
WDIA - 1070 - 24 HOUR SOUL
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
Baked In Memphis by Memphlans
.....rushed rushed dolly to your blg
Hogue 5, Knott supermarket for
maximum freshness.
Hogue 11 kRott.
Hamburger
or Hot Dog
BUNS
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Pkg.
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‘:#
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12 oz. CAN 39
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PRE-COOKED
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PERRY LOU CUT
GREEN 
15
 0, in,
BEANS CAN _ I u
HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 'HOLLYWOOD 4321 SUMMER
3511 PARK 3384 N. THOMAS 973 SO THIRD
1578 LAMAR 3362 SUMMER
Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Conventenco 9 A.M. to .7 P.
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.11 41 .1/1
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St. Louis Leads In integrated Housing
r Widow
Of DuBois
From U.S.
WASHINGTON — The United
States government has banned
Mrs. W. E. B. DuBois from re-
entering the country, accord-
ing to Charles Hightower.1
Washington director of the
American Committee on Afri-
ca.
Shirley Graham DuBois, the
widow of the celebrated Afri-
eannAmerican scholar, Dr. Wil-
liam E. B. DuBois, had applied
SAN ANTONIO—Airman Terry
L. Foxx, son of Mrs. Jessye M.
Foxx, 421 Fort Lauderdale,
Memphis, has received his first
U.S. Air Force duty assignment
after completing basic training
at Lackland AFB, Tex. The air.
man has been assigned to a
unit of the Strategic Air C a m•
mand at little Rock AFB, Ark.,
for training and duty as a se-
curity porieeman. Airman Foxx
is a 1969 graduate of Booker T.
Washington High School.
for a non-immigrant visa to
the U. S. in order to lecture
at Fisk University in Nashville.
Tenn. and to attend to some
personal affairs.
Mrs. DuBois and Dr. DuBois,
who were both born in this
country, had taken Ghanian
citizenship during their resi-
dence in Ghana during the ad-
ministration of Dr. Kwame
Nkrumah. Dr. DuBois died in
Accra in 1963.
In February 1967. Dr. Nkru-
mah was deposed by a military
coup d'etat. Later, Mrs. Du-
Bois took residence in Cairo.1
According to the State Depart-
ment, Mrs. DuBois was ruled '
-ineligible to receive
under Section 212 (a) ( o
the Immigration and National-
ity Act which releates to aliens
who, because of their activities,
membership in, or affiliation j
with certain organizations, are
excludable from the United
States." I
a a Creep Into illackSchools.
28
Pall Mall
Menthol100's
Ion r. .yet milder.
"Tar-
Pell Mall Menthol 100s 18 mg
S•st selling Menthol King 20 mg
U.S.
Government
figures show
Pall Mall
Menthol 100's
lower in
'tar" than
the best-
selling
menthol
king
Pall Mall
Menthol100t.
Wash & Wear
NOT PREJUDICE ABOUT NEIGHBORNOODS
Will Student Disorders
By FAITH C. CHRISTMAS
While the Justice Department moved Tues-
day to investigate the four student slayings at
Ohio's Kent State University, mixed reaction to
the spreading student disorders that could af-
fect predominantly black campuses Caine from
several college officials here.
Officials and educators of at least three col-
leges which have mostly black student enroll-
ments reported no signs of student unrest over
the recent violent incidents that have rocked
the nation in the wake of President Nixon's
stand on placing U.S. troops in Cambodia.
A call for a nationwide 'student strike to
protest American involvement in Cambodia is
reportedly gaining momentum across t h e
country.
Indication here, however, is black students
are primarily incensed over Gov. Ogilvie's
proposed tuition increase at city colleges.
Thousands of students are expected to stage
a demonstration at 10 a.m. today at the Civic
Center, protesting the tuition hike.
One black educator stated that while black
students are concerned about the U.S. war poli-
cy, they will probably ignore any strike in fa-
vor of developing more "realistic" methods of
dealing with the draft and war.
"I don't think that blacks are going to go
for this kind of protest anymore," said John
B. Mack, director of the Black Studies depart-
ment at Southeast Community College, 8700 S.
Anthony. Students have renamed the school
after slain Black Panther leaders Fred Hamp-
The Big Parade
Ito Americans that integratedleading the way in pointing out owing Warts OnT. LOUIS — "This city is ,.
housing in the suburbs is not
.only beneficial socially but also
(profitable Of Americarof to those engaged inthe real estate business," said
Paul T. O'Keefe, former deputy .
mayor of New York City.
Is Not Enough
ton and Mark Clark.
Voicing a similar opinion was Maceo Bow-
ie. the black president of the Kennedy-King Col-
lege, 6800 S. Stewart ave., who said that stu-
dents seem to be more concerned about local
or campus issues.
He said no classes were disrupted Tueday
and no indication given that students will
strike the Southside school. "If demonstrations
should break out, he added, "I will not try to
prevent any legitimate or peaceful protests."
Bowie said there has been no hint either
of student demonstrations protesting the recent
suspension of an instructor and the expulsion
of two students.
Student at Malcolm X community college,
1757 W. Harrison, were reportedly preparing
for today's demonstration at the Civic Center
and did not appear to be overtly engaged in
any strike plans, according to an aide to Dr.
Charles Hurst. college president.
Howard Gorden, assistant Dean of South-
east, told the Daily Defender that most of the
students an campus on interested mainly with
local rather than widespread political problems.
Although he described the present college
strife as "explosive". Gorden said he doubted
the involvement of Southeast students in a na-
tionwide student boycott.
Commenting further on the reaction of
black students to the war issue, Mack said that
they are in the process of formulating more
realistic methods of opposing the war, rather
than staging a student strike.
BylVion Claire
14 North Main (down.t.,ro 527-3619
Open Monday Thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. 5:30 p.m.
MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL
Synthetic tapered Wig
$595
WIG 1695
%WIGfr lai
a_ 695
SEE OUR 100•A HUMAIr Ortf dur 
Hand Made '
WIG$3495
Natural Parted
WIG
$24 95
Short Tapered
WIG
$1095
Natural Parted
WIG
$ 2495
Expert Styling $350
O'Keete, chairman of the
board of Mutual Real Estate
Investment Trust, was speak-
ing at a luncheon meeting otH.
the board of trustees of the -
Trust held at the Chase-Park
Plaza Hotel. "For five years,"
he continued, -M-REIT has
been implementing this pro-
grain We purchase unintegrat-
ed buildings with attractive
yields in various locals in the
• S and then proceed to inte-
grate them, slowly as vacancies
occur.-
"To aid in implementing this
positive action program of inte-
grated housing. a national ad-
visory committee v‘'as set up
which included such outstand-
ing citizens as Rev. Theodore
Hesburgh of Notre Dame Uni-
versity, Miss Dorothy Height,
president of the National Ne-
gro Wome n's Association,
James Farmer, assistant secre-
tary of the Department of
Health. Education and Welfare,
and Jacob Potofsky, president
of the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers Union."
The meeting in St. Louis was
the first time that M-REIT has!
held any of its meetings out-1
side of New York City. It was,
pointed out that one of the
reasons the meeting was held!
here ,was because it enabledi
the trustees to inspect proper-
ties purchased in the area.
In a statement sent to the;
meeting, John H. Wheeler, vice-
chairman of the board of trus-
tees, and president of one of
America's biggest black-owned
banks, Mechanics and Farmers
Bank of Durham, N. C., who
was unable to attend because
of illiness said,
"Results have shown that in
suburban areas such as Forest!
Hills, N. Y., New York City,
Chicago, St. Louis, Newark,
N. J., Philadelphia, and
Arlington, Va., white residents
do not panic and flee when
blacks are a part of the com-
munity in suburban housing."
"A testament to M-REIT's
technique of intergration is the
fact property values of i t s
apartment buildings do not
drop when blacks move in, nor
does a white exodus occur,"
he added.
At a press conference held
prior to the luncheon, M-REIT's
president, Charles Cohl, said,
"M-REIT as both owner and,
manager undertakes non-quotaj
integration by utilizing a tech-
nique designed to avoid panic
as normal vacancies occur.
Tenants come in one by one
there is no feeling of inundation
and no panic."
Murray Kubit, vice president
of M-REIT's administrative
staff, announced that the
Trust's expansion in the past
include three additional proper-
ties bringing the total holdings
to 17 complexes with 3.000 dwell-
ing units. Total cost of the
three additions to the profolio
was approximately $9 million.
bringing the total for all pro-
perties to $32 million.
Kubit stated the recently
acquired properties were locat-
ed in Turnersville, New Jersey,
Bucks County, Pa., and St.
Louis. Besides O'Keefe and
Wheeler, other members of M-
REIT's board of trustees are:
Thomas J. Klutznick, treasur-
er and executive vice president.
Urban Investment and De-
velopment Co., Chicago, Wil-
liam W. Brill, investor and
financier, New York Patrick
F. Crowley, founder, Christian
Family Movement, Chicago.
Max Delson, attorney a n d
member of the national board
of NAACP, New York City,
Frank S. Loescher, consultant
on race and ethnic relations,
Philadelphia, Norman P. Mas-
son, housing consultant,
Chelmsford, Mass.; David H.
Scull, president, Graphics Four,
Annandale, Va.; Robert C.
Weaver,- president.
• 
WANTEI
TEACHERS
LIBERAL ARTS
GRADUATES
Exciting involvement m NYC
inner-city elementary schools
A career teaching • New ap-
proach. No education credits
required. We will prepare you.
Earn while you learn. Study
for a Master's in Elementary
Ed. Application deadline June
22. Program begins July 1.
WINSTON H. ROBINS
URBAN TEACHER CORPS
433 W. 123 Street
N.Y., N.Y. 10027
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The warts on the face of America will be analyta
and described in microscopic detail within the neXt
few weeks by many conferences of brilliant exper
that are being called by the major civil rights XIM
ganizations.
Big name white and black professional speakers
will be trotted out to sound the proper
note of alarm. They will prove once
again that the bigots in government and
the private sector have out-foxed, out-
maneuvered and severely intimidated
all the good people who believe in social
justice.
It is a wonderful exercise and the
hope is, that in exposing the evils that
threaten us, somehow the American
people will rise up in righteous wrath
and try to right the wrongs.
All the while the grubby characters who have
their hands on the important levers of power in the
society, who may be irritated by the civil rights
gadflies, will continue to firm up their plans to main-
tain the status quo and strengthen their reactionaty
control.
In reviewing the topics to be discussed in the
scores of panels and workshops in the conference
programs of these national organizations this Spring,
it is strange that so few touch upon the politic*
process.
Perhaps it is not so strange either when you
reflect that most of the organizations that are hplef-
ing these conferences are financed by foundatioges.
The politicians in Washington, especially the re-
actionaries in the Congress, have scared the founda-
tions. The recent Congressional investigation of
the foundations has served the purpose which the
bigots had in mind. Now the -foundation heads, who
were once keenly interested in voter registration and
the political development of the blacks and other
minorities, are calculating their moves with great
caution.
It takes skill to beat the bigots who have set all
kinds of traps to catch the characters who are sin-
cerely doing their best to make this democratic
system work. Perhaps the foundation boys are about
as brave as anyone else who is looking into the
barrel of a gun.
However that may be, blacks and other minori-
ties in America must of necessity take a hard look at
the political process. We may find a way to stop the
Nixon gang which all the civil rights organizations
seem to agree is responsible for the national retreat
on civil rights.
This Nixon gang is not going to be stopped by
name-calling, demonstrations, or even bomb throw-
ing. They got into power through the ballot box.
Further, with Vice President Agnew and his ilk beat-
ing the bushes to fortify their political base, the
time to think and act politically is now.
The bomb throwers are playing into Nixon's hand.
The Administration spokesman will seek to convince
the majority of Americans that the republic is in
imminent danger from the black and white extre-
mists. Thus the Nixonites can claim that they need
a stronger mandate from the people and more dic-
tatorial powers.
However slow, costly and complex the political
process may seem, we cannot ignore it. Further, the
votes in the Senate on Haynsworth and Carswell in-
dicate that all the lights have not gone out in the
nation's capital.
The political process, of course, is scandalously
restrictive. Our registration laws and practices are
archaic and ridiculous. The black, the poor, and all
the minorities are discouraged from registering and
voting by the red tape, the residential requirements,
and the inconviences to which they are put in order
to register. The state should seek out citizens to
register them with as much concern as it seeks to
count them in the Census. Voting is a birthright.
Campaign costs, especially TV time, are so cost-
ly that no citizen who is poor, or- of modest means,
can aspire for major public office unless he sells
his soul to fat cat contributors. Former Vice Presi-
dent Hubert Humphrey said last week that he may
not be able to run for the Senate in Minnesota
because of the need for vast sums of money which
he does not have.
Despite these difficulties, the political procest
remains the only sure way to stop the Nizonites,'
A coalition of the blacks, the poor, labor, and all-
those who are threatened by the Administration*.
efforts to turn the clock back, is called for now,,
Dollars and votes are the weapons for this struggle.
This is the way to get new leadership and put
power in the hands of leaders who have faith in de.
mocracy, who seek social justice and who under-
stand that every citizen, black or white, is some-
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JOL BLACK SPEAKS at the Greyhound Tri-State Defend.
er Woman of the Year luncheon and had the rapt atten-
tion of the audience as well as those at the speakers' table
which Included Miss Erma Lee Laws, Woman's Editor of
14 I
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the Tri-State Defender, Elder Blair T. Hunt, Pastor, Mis-
sissippi Boulevard Christian Church and Mrs. Whittier A.
Sengstacke, wife of the General Manager of the TSD. (Wi-
thers Photo)
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J01: Bi ACK VICE PRESIDENT, Greyhound Corporation
and- Mrs. WhIttler S-!y;stacke wife cf th, gs-..neral mana-
ger, of Tri•ctat,, Drender, pe-4. with :17s. Susie Davis,
"Wonrn cf th- Yer.- third left rnd her aPernates
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rt the Greshound•Tri•State Defender Woman of the Year
Lune-eon. Left to right: Mrs. Nancy Harris, second al-
te-nate, Mrs. Sengstacke, Mrs. Davis and Mrs. Lucille
T ricc, :irst alternate. (Withers Photos)
After The Diamond Ring
Comes Sterling Sett;ng
There's nothing that c .n make or etched or feature gold or
a girl take a practical turn of platinum rims.
mind quicker than that senti- • 4, •
ments,1 gift, a diamond ring. Even before the future bride
The ring signals the beginning•has narrowed down her choice
of a new life — and from the of favorite sterling patterns to
time: wears her diamond, one or two, she should consider
the engaged girl is going to be the feel, as well as the appear-
planning as much for the excit- ance, of the pieces.
ing fitture as living in the happy Solid silver varies in weightpresent.
and balance from set to set,
Asiohg the first — and surely, that individual pieces feel as
the pleasantest — of her pre-I comfortable as possible to the
wedding duties is the choice of users, the bride-to-be may want
tablVivare which she and her to invite her f:nance to the. store
husband will share in their new for inspection, too.
home. One of the adv.antages of ster-
She may have changed her ling is the variety of special
* s *
• and because it's important;
mind" many times over about, purpose place pieces and serv-
her favorite sterling pattern., ing pieces which are available
but eventually she'll make the in every set, and which add so
decision of a lifetime when she
says, "This is the one I want."
Because her sterling is the t
basit"part of her table setting.
and-the one accessory which is I
truly permanent, it's usually the I
first to.be chosen by the bride. t
And because it should blend F
harmoniously with her other
•table-/tccessories, most sterling-
registry consultants advise the
engAged girl to see her favorite
sterling patterns at the store
along' with other possible choic-
es In china and stem ware.
This is the only sure way, they
say, to judge the total effect of
the 'place setting as it will be!
seetrin the home.
if the bride-to-be has her
heart -set on a decorated tradi-
tional-sterling pattern, perhaps
featuring a deeply carved de-
sign-of scrolls, fruit or flowers,
she's. wall advised to keep her
china pattern fairly simple. In
this way, the beauty of the ster-
ling is set off to best advantage,
and- s nice balance in design
contrast is achieved.
On the other hand, if she pre-
fers one of the solid silver pat-
term which depend more on
pure-line and the beauty of he
metal itself, it can be paired'
wit ti ,a china pattern with more
elaborate decoration.
Stemware, too, varies great-
ly in: the amount of decoration.
The most popular crystal right
now.has deep cuttings. But cry
staioatterns can also be plain.
much to the beauty of dining,
and buffet table-.
• • •
Some of the handy, multi-
purpose pieces available are
the following: tablespoon, used
for vegetables, berries, sauces;
cold meat or buffet fork, for
sliced meats, chops, souffles
and some casserole dishes (to-
gether with the tablespoon, it
makes an all-purpose 
servingset); butter serving knife, for Seagram Trophy Givenuse on the butter dish, and for
cheese, etc.; sugar spoon, for
granulated and powdered sugar
and also as a bon bon or relish Mrs. Wilhamae Coleman ,spoon; gravy ladle, for sauces,
BM&N Friendly Club
Holds Monthly Meet
The Business Men and Wo-
men's Friendly Club held its
regular monthly meeting at the
home of Mrs. Emma Echols on
Mt. Olive with Mrs. Ora B. In-
gram as the co-hostess.
Mrs. Carnets Brooks presid-
ed at the meeting, and devot-
tion was given by Jackson
Gales and others
Two new members, Mr. and
Mrs. E. L. Watson, were added
to the club.
During the business session
plans were completed for a mot-
or trip to Hot Springs, Ark.,
and to which the public is in-
vited.
Mrs. Ingram just returned
from Mississippi where she at-
tended the funeral of her son.
REV. J. R. CHRISTOPHER
Pastor To Give
Two Mother's
Day Sermons
Mrs. Alma Williams was feted
on her birthday.
Other .members present were
Mrs. Artry Gales, Mrs. Sam-
mie L. Cross, Mrs. Irene Fon-
dren, Mrs. Josephine Williams
and Mrs. Amelia Cooper. A de-
licious repast was served by
the hostess.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of the Watsons on
Britton st.
Mrs. Thelma Bailey is report-
er.
Two Mother's Day sermons
will be delivered this Sunday by
the Rev. J. R. Christipher.
The first will be given at 11
, a.m, at the Cane Creek Baptist
Church at 1785 S. Bellevue and
the second one during a 2 p.m.
program at the New Shelby
Baptist Church on Bray Station
Road east of Germantown.
The Rev. Mr. Christopher is
pastor of both churches, and
members of Cane Creek w i 1 I
accompany him to New Shelby
Baptist as special guests.
Sunday will also be annual
Guest Night at the church with
Washington Butler, Jr., execu-
tive director of the Memphis
War On Poverty, as the speak-
er at 7:30 p.m. The program
' will start at 7:30 p.m.
4-
gravy and salad dressings; and,
the olive or pickle fork, for ol-
ives, pickles, relishes and lem-
on slices.
HER FIRST CHORE
First Choice in tableware is usually sterling, the basic
and permanent part of the place setting. Serving pieces,
such as the cold meat or buffet fork seen here, should be
Niewed at the store along with the place pieces.
Mrs. Wilhamae Young Cole-
man has beeen named reci-
pient of the Seagram Van-
guard Society Trophy for 1869.
The Trophy, awarded annaully
to persons of outstanding ac-
complishment in the fields
of business, community af-
fiars and the arts and sci-
ence wass presented to Mrs.
Coleman at the National Ur-
ban League's Beaux Arts Ball.
Making the presentation on
!behalf of Seagram Distillers
, Company was Stephen Lockett.
assistant to the vice president-
general sales manager.
Mrs. Coleman is presently
a Supervisor I in the New
York Bureau of Child Wel-
fare, a post which caps thirty.
nine years' work with social
agencies. In 1966. she was
selected to supervise an ex-
perimental community s a t-
elite office of t h e Bureau.,
and she has twice been reco-'
mended for the One Hundred
Year Assoc iation Career
Civil Service Award.-
In addition to the time spent
in her career, Mrs. Coleman
has compiled an enviable
record of voluiater public
service. She is currently in-
volved in the following pro-
grams:
— The North Queens Sec-
tion of the National Council
Negro W o men, of which
she is president;
of Social Work, Cornell Uni-
versity and the University of
Puerto Rico.
AT BLUE REVUE — Miss Kit-,
Smith, a jaro singer, was among
those presented at t h e Bluc
Revue on the campus of Ark-
ansas AM&N College at Little
Rock, a scholarship fund rais-
ing project of the Beta Beta
chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Soror.
ity.
— N.A.A.C..P Legal Defense
Fund; National Urban League
Guild;
— North Shore Business and
Professional Women's Club;
— National Conference of
Christians and Jews.
A graduate of South Carolina
State College and Columbia
University, Mrs. Coleman al-
so attended New York School
FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION
589-91 Bethel (Duplex)
10 rooms. 2 baths, Frame/wood/
siding $250 Down S10,950
1516 Maplewood
rooms 1 bat b Frame 
ear$250 Down $ 9,i as !
21 West Norwood
6 rooms. batt . FrP.th/SheC
$250 Down $13,25
3389 Wen Redbud Road
6 rooms, I bath. brick ve-
neer
-frame $250 Down $12,256
2296 Vollentine
8 rooms, 2 baths, Frame
orom$2508454Dotwoinw ..a.$110,1114,
NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY
See Any Broker
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILO
BHS 
IS
INC.
248 Vance Ave. 3A 7-9320
M•rnphis, Tennessai
'YOUR Cowpony Makes Whet Yew Ask for Ansi
Croat's Whet You Think or
ill Cosby
Diahann Carroll
Ali Gilliam
'Laugh along with Bill Cosby Sunday nights
at 7:30, and with Diahann Carroll as
"Julia" on Tuesday _nights at 7:30. Our
own Art Gilliam reports the news Saturday
evenings at 6 and 10 P.M., and on Channel
5 newscasts throughout the week he
reports stories of special interest to the
black community.
Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans
16 ii, 01 ffrict
Matthew Alexander Henson (1866-1955)
The first man to set foot
on the top of the world.
The signs of a true adventurer showed
up early in the life of Matthew Henson.
At the ripe old age of thirteen, Henson
shipped out as cabin boy on a schooner
bound for China.
When he returned to Washington,
D. C., he met the man who helped make
him famous. The then Lt. Robert E. Peary
discovered Matt Henson working in a
Washington hat shop. Peary was im-
mediately impressed by Henson, and he
invited the young man to join a canal-
surveying expedition to Nicaragua. Hen-
son accepted.
Under Peary's tutelage, Matt Henson
became an able navigator, adept at cal-
culating distances and plotting charts. A
short time later, Peary began his re-
nowned arctic expeditions to locate the
North Pole, and Henson accompanied
the admiral on all seven trips.
On the final trip, Peary lay drained
from exhaustion and crippled by frost-
bite. Someone had to make the last dash
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to the Pole, and fast, since a number of
nations were vying for the claim.
Matt Henson-was the man. Truckins='
the last painful miles, recording observing'
vations and calculating a true courser%
Matthew Alexander Henson became the
first man to locate and stand on the=
North Pole. Peary arrived forty-five mini-:
utes later, and, together, the men planted --
the American flag.
No longer was Matt Henson an ob-
scure adventurer. He was given a Con-
gressional Medal, life membership in the
Explorers' Club, a commendation from
the President, a Master of Science degree
by Morgan State College, and numerous
medals and plaques from civic organiza-
tions.
April 6, 1959, the 50th anniversary of
the discovery of the North Pole, was
proclaimed by the governor of Mary--
land as Matthew Alexander Henson
Day. Fitting tribute to the first man ever
to stand on the top of the world.
. OLD TAYLOR
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
86 PROOF THE OLD TAYLOR DISTILLERY CO.. FRANKFORT & LOUISVILLE.
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ports Horizon
s; 11:127:RS BAG 11 TLES lay team. Lyles' specialty is the
880 in which he is undefeatedlSornz....-,.schools wait decades thi,s season. Lyles can be count-
-ssne-a championship, haw-, ed on for a strong half mile on
= South Side, it has be-. the two mile relay team. Smith
comes.se-thabit for the S:rapper should get stiff competitianlli.incr= who added two. from Fravser's Lee Fergusoncrow= •veek. At the *gin- la the law.hurdies hut is expect-
ning e week South Side an- ed to qualify for the state. How-
riexe= A rev Chompi ever, the Ail-Memphis football-
ship re rain had forced the er will have to fight for his life,meet..
-be nostpincd f-mn thc in a classy long jump field.
prev=week. and on last Sat-
urdaat ot the Fair ground
the 
s
rich Scrappers sue-
cesfil=iefended their District
Two =t South Side dominat-
ed thseedistrict b s .oring, 79
point=fillowed by Manassas
with Vamilton 28, Ktng s-
bury ouglass 21. Wooddale
18½, sick 15 and Washing.
tan 13.
•
Frayser had the bes. of it in
District Three. The Rams, who
finished second behind South
Side in the indoor champion-
ships, piled up 64 points to 48
for trailing Northside. The pair
was [awed ta the wire by
Westwood with 31,-1, Christian
Brothers 30. Melrose 25, Lester
19, East and Oakhaven 12.
South Side will be shooting
for the West Tennessee Region-
.al crown tonight on the 1- a
grounds all weather track. The
Scrappers are stacked with
qualifiers, and since their main
son. Frsfiman Ambrose Ben-competition should come from
nett continues to sparkle in theMIAA entrants, it stands to
. 440 winning the quarter milereason that Coach Rube Boyce 's 'in 49.2. The old mark of 49.4squad has a better than even
owned by David Lips-
Memphis teams have won the
TSSAA crown in four of the The Magicians scored 30
last five years and a was a points to finish in a tie to r
close second the year that fourth with Fisk and Carson
Nashville Litton won in 1986. Newman in the College division.
The local winners have been Tennessee • T e c h. Tennessee
Melroope Washington, Manassas State. Austin-Peay. and Vander-
and South Side. ,hilt finished in that order be-
South Side's forces are led hind university division winner
by Clifton Taylor, Gipson Lyles, MTSU. Ralph Allen, the fresh-
Bernard Smith and Leonard El- man star at Southwestern, was
Ion. Taylor has been 'invincible n rr the tHlege division's
in the short sprints. winnin2 most valuable performer. The
the in '1.7 an; • • ••t't . arr. r !'oih It around athlete,
season hest time f i''t.1. The won the state decathlon crown
Memphis State brund senior last _-ear. MTSC's David Wyatt.
also runs a let.; on ltti 889 re- a part of a record in the 440
Elton is a very valuable paint!
getter for South Side and is
pretty easy to pick up on t h
track f3r he likels to run wear-
ing shades. Ellon warms up
with n anchor 110 
-ards in'
the 440 relay, comes back five 1
events later in the quarter mile
where he rules supreme, and
tops the evening off with a an-
chor leg on the mile relay four-
stony. The quartet had its best
time of the season with a 3:23.1
in the district last week.
1.-0 SETS RECORD
David Lipscomb and Middle
Tennessee State walked off with
team titles in the Tennessee In-
tercollegiate Athletic Canferene
Track and Field netet but
Moyne-Owen had a hand in the
record busting. L-O's 440 relay
team tied the record of :42.7.
The lours one included Jesse
Chatman. Edward Davis, Wil-
liam Oliver and Gerald Robin-
chance to repeat as stat e Was
champs next week in Knoxville. comb's' Buddy Martin and Ruf-
us Brookins of CBC.
9ELEGAT:,'S and VISITORS to the recent Southwestern
Regional Conference of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.
pose here at the Sheraton-Peabody Hotel. Tan Iota Sigma
Chapter, Memphis graduate chapter with undergraduates
ehapters of LeMoyne-Owen and Memphis State U were host
to the conference. Delegates attended from six states, Artaii.
sas, Missouri, Oklahoma, Nebraska, Tennessee and Kansas.
Colleges and Universities represented included Fisk Uni-
versity, Lincoln University, Langston University, Arkansas
A M & N College, LeMoyne-Owen College, Lane College,
16 Athletes Awarded Letters At Geeter Hi
Sixteen athletes were award-
ed athletic Letters last Tues-
day night in the Geeter High
School Cafeteria at an Ap-
preciation Eat-In for the Geeter
athletes. Letters were awarded
in track, football, basketball
and baseball to the seniors who
had earned them.
Harvie Swearengen was a
Three-Letter Sports •recipient,
receix ing Letters in basketball.
football and baseball, while
Claude Robinson, Carnell Turner
and Nathaniel Young were re-
('ipients in two sports. football
relay. 440 dash and mile relay.
was honored with the MVP
award in the university divkion
BARTOW RECEPTION
The Rebounders. the }mister
group for the Memphis State
basketball team, honored new
coach Gene Bartow with a re-
ception last week on the MSU
MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE SUPER MARKETS
SOUTH MIDTOWN
1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE
IWHITEHAVEN) EAST
5014 POPLAR
1620 MADISON
AT MENDENHALL)
OPEN 24 HRS.A DAY CLOSED SUNDAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
$6000 per waek available for your favorite charity!
znalisaasamecitrfassamnialaW 
Ci-i010E center cut chuck
Heavy Beef
Roast
Sacramento
FRUIT COCKTAIL 17 oz.190
4 limit
per lb. 790
and baseball.
Others receiving letters were
Manseld Alexander in track;
Freddie Washington. David
Webb, Collins Parham and
Samuel Tate in football;i
Ernest Green, Michael Carter
and Wilbert Eason in basket-
their division in the WA.fr.: end
the second for a third place fin-
ish in the District playoffs.
Ernest Green, one of the top
basketball players of the MIAA
who had received All-City and
All-State mention, was presented
a Silver Loving Cup by Mr.
T 'net, which had been given by
Sports Illustrated Magazine in
recognition of his performance
James Mezks in Baseball. South Carolinaball and Alvin Sinclair, JackPayne, Ernest Taylor andBasketball coach James Au-
try presented Principal T. J.
Toney two trophies for t h e'
co-champions with Lester of Keeps ACCSpotschool, the first for finishing as
campus. Bartow is in the thick
of the recruiting season and is
finding the talent search high-
lo competitive. "I wituld like to
recruit quality players and
build our kcheritile to include
outside players 'for prestige."
the new NISI.' mentor ia Id
the enthusiastic gathering.
Prices in the ad effective noon, May 7th. thru
midnight May 14th We reserve the
right to hrnit quantities. None 5old to dealers
Armour's
POTTED MEAT 3 oz 2/25S
Delta Frozen Sliced 4 limit
STRAWBERRIES looz 19*
CHITTERLINGS
10 lb. pail 2.65
Al
STEAK SAUCE oz. 590
Pillsbury Reg.
BISCUITS 80z. 3/250
Del Monte
Cut GREEN BEANS
Early GARDEN PEAS
Whole Kernel Golden or
Cream Style Golden 5 total limit
CORN 17 oz.5/990
Choice Cube Chopped
SIRLOIN
lb. 890
Fred Montesi Grade A
LARGE EGGS doz. 390
Fred Montesi Veg.
OLEO 2 lbs. 35
Lucky Leaf
3 knit
APPLE JUICE qt 250
2 limit
Dixie Everyday White 100 ct. - 9"
PAPER PLATES 470
FRED MONTESI
Country Style Pure Pork
AUSAGE
2 lb. bag 890
Pillisbury's
Chocolate Chip or Almond
COOKIES 14 oz Roll 45*
Pride of Illinois
PORK &
BEANS 160z.3/250
6 limit
Peter Pan Smooth or Crunchy 12 oz.
PEANUT BUTTER 440
Armour's
BEEF
411110R& 
12 oz. can
550
Fresh
Ground HAM
BURGER
3 lb.pkg. m90
or more lb.
GRADE A
FRYERS 3 limit
Cut up lb. 290
Whole lb. 250
County Kist Frozen Baby
LIMAS-GREEN 20 oz. Poly Bag 290
Adams
ORANGE JUICE 12 oz. 31*
Shasta
DRINKS 12 oz. 90
BLUE BONNET
Reg OLEO lb. 2 7 0
FRED MONTESI
BACON
Reg. or Thick
2 Lb. Pkg. 1.42
Sliced Tray Pak lb. 720
Southern Bell
Smoked
Hams
610Butt portion Lb.
Shank portion Lb.
SLICED BACON
Fred Montesi (reg. 72i lb.) lb. 150
or King Cotton (reg. 76) lb. 19*
Fisher Beef Bacon (re )
510
Fred MontesiutiAjz
I SLICED
BACON
Fred Montesi (reg. 72i) lb.15i
Of
King Cotton (reg. 764 lb. 19i
Of
Fisher Beef Bacon (reg. 834
With this coupon and 5.00 additMnal pur-
chase excluding value of coupon merchan-
dise (fresh milk products and tobacco al-
so excluded in compliance with state law).
Ccmoon expires noon Wednesday, May
13th 1970.
One coupon per family per week
COUPON ii.
.1
4
COLUMBIA. S. S. (UPI) —
! Trustees of the University of
South Carolina Tuesday voted
'unanimously to keen the uni-
versity in the Atlantic Coast
conference indefinitely.
t7niversity president Thomas
F• .tones made the announce-
ment at a crowded news con-
ference and refused to answer
questions about the Trustees'
decision.
There had been speculation
earlier the university would
pull eut of the ACC after other
• conference members last week
! refused 1.. go along with a USC
request to eliminate the 800
mini re •-• on college board
: tests required of athletes.
jones said the school ''en-
joys many good relationships
in the conference and has no
wish to make a change or to
jeopardize the standing of the
university." Jones said.
Jones reacl a prepared state-
ment to the newsmen and
students a s sembled at a
Columbia Motel, then walked
away without permitting news-
men to question him.
The statement said the
trustees vote came after
-prolonged and careful con-
sideration" with students,,
faculty and alumni."
Jones said he has received a.
letter from ACC commissioner
James Weaver which indicates!
"possible relief" for the uni-
versity from the controversial
sOn cutoff.
,Buy U. S. Savings Bonds
Ltry
Harris Teachers College, St. Louis, Me.; Meharry. Medical
College; Philander Smith College, Tennessee State Uni-
‘ersity and Memphis State University. Samuel M. Peace
is president of Tau Iota Sigma Chapter at Memphis.
in a game during the season
against Westside which Geeter
won 140-49.
Green scored 49 paints in the
!game, as many as the entire
!opposing team. The feat was
[carried by the wire services
and received wide publicity
nationally. Sports Illustrated
carried it and later sent the
living cup in recognitian of the
performance.
t The program included ex-
pressions from coaches Harry
Durham, football; Barry Mile,
baseball; Billy McCou, track;
Bonnie Crawford, football; and
'James Autry, basketball.
Sam Brown who was introduc-
ed as a Community. state and
national sports writer, was
guest speaker. .1. A. Sinclair,
president of Athletic Booster's
was master of ceremonies.
HAVE YOU NOTICED???
. . . Thats it's Spring
. . . That more buses are on the
streets to serve you
...That IT BETTER BY BUS...
Cheaper than driving a car,
cooler than walking,
Safer than any way
you can go.
For Schedules, call '523-2521
MEMPHIS
TRANSIT
AUTHORITY
Great Lakes Mutual
Life Insurance Company
* Insurance-in-force as of January 1. 1q70
$659 Million and Assets are $113.9 Mown.
North Carolina Mutual
Life Insurance
Company
have merged
to form
the nation's largest
black-operated
financial institution.
Geared to serve
you better.
North Carolina Mutual and Great Lakes Mutual.
Two outstanding companies united. With more
than a half-billion* dollars of insurance in force.
More representatives in more states. Bigger.
To serve you better. To give you the best
insurance service available.
North Carolina Mutual. Now with more experience
behind it. A bigger, brighter future ahead.
North Carolina Mutual. Gearing up to meet the
challenge of serving you better.
4 NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCN COMPANY
MUTUAL PLAZA
DURHAM. NORM CAROLINA *7701
An equal opportunity employer.
Alabama • California • District of Columbia • Georgia •
Illinois • Maryland • Michigan • New Jersey • North
Carolina • Ohio • Pennsylvania • South Carolina •
Tennessee • Virginia
S.
ENTIRE PAPER
-POOR PRINT 4. COPY
•
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Ir0 TRACK CAPTAINS — Jesse Chatman, left. and Russell
Floyd are captains of LeMoyne-Owen College, record
beeaking squad. Robert Manning is track coach at the
college.
Magicians Break Two
RecordsAt 114 (Meet
• •
:The Magician track squad
o LeMoyne-Owen broke two
records and tied another Sat-
utday at Southwestern's Far-
son Field in the college livis-
len of the Tennessee Inter-
ebIlegiate Athletic Conference
track meet.
.In team scoring. the Magic-
ins ended in a three-way tie
for faurth place with Fisk and
Carson-Newman. Each racked
tIp 30 points. David Lipscomb
was first with 54; Southwestern,
second. with 44-1'2. and UT-
Martin, third, with 32.
• Sewanee posted 21-1 2 points
Milligan, 16; Maeyville, 10:
Bryan 4: Union. 1, and Lam-
buth, 0. '
The Magicians tied the
Fargason Field 440-relay record
M—;42.5, with William. Oliver,
Gerald Robinson, Edw a rd
Davis and Jesse Chatman runn-
ing the distance.
LeMoyne-Owen's fleet-filated
Ambrose Bennett won the 440-
yard dash in :49.2, breaking a
record set in 1968.
The Magicians won the mile
relay in 3:18.0, breaking the
record set in 1965. Running.
for Le M oy ne-Owen were
Emerson Willis: Oliver. Bennett
and Chatman.
Earlier last week, the Magic-
ians broke several records in
the Brownsville Relays.
The LeMoyne-Owen squad
is outstanding 311 the cinder
paths but weak in such events
as pole vault, shot put, discuss.
javelin, high
and triple jum
They will
this weekend
State Athletic
jump, long jump
P. -
be at Knoxville
for the Volunteer
Conference meet.
BLAZERS LEAD THE WAY in men's wear for spring '70.
as highlighted b‘ this six-button model from Sears The
Men's Store. Fashioned of dacron and wool, it features
wide lapels, ticket flap pocket, canted sleeves and sup-
pressed waist. Priced at about Stio the blazer is a vailable
at selected Sears stores.
Blazers Set Fashion
Pace For Seventies
The \kord is shape and the
look is the blazer in• m e n' s
wear for Spring '70 — a season
marked by trend-setting ap-
parel news.
"The traditional blazer has
been updated to keep pace with
the changing life styles of the
decade observes Dianne
I Keogh, national fashion direc-
tor of Sears The-Men's-Store.
"Fashion has become an, effec-
tive medium of expression for
men, reflecting their person-
alities as well as individual'
tastes and desires in dress."
Ihe double-breasted blazer ,
leads the way for the season,
with the six-button (three-to-
button) model spotlighted. Up-
••••
4a'er; faltion accents, aceord-
ing to Miss Keogh, include:
. shape, from the arm hole to
the waist:
. elongated blazers — slightly
flaired at the hem;
. wide lapels;
. canted sleeves;
. ticket flap pockets, and
. new patterns with bold
stripes favored.
Completing the total look,
K 
'
Miss eogh notes. are w i d e,
ties — four and five inches —
in geometric and no repeat pat-
terns, and shirts in a wi d e
variety of deep, rich colors
with long-pointed collars and
double French cuffs.
Pan-Hellenia Plan
For Talk At YWCA
The agenda of t h e Apri
,Memphis Pan-Hellenic Council
Meeting included plans for a
program feature to attrac
What
should you ask
of a bottle
of whiskey?
We think you ought to ask for your money's worth.
And to Us that means three things.
Taste that suits you. Drinks you can be proud
to serve to your friends.
And quality that never varies. Bottle to bottle.
Year to year.
Maybe you've already found
all this in one bottle.
But if you have your
doubts remember this:
Seagram's 7 Crown has
been the best-liked brand
of whiskey in the nation
for a long time now.
Last year alone
people preferred it to
the next two best-
sellers combined.
We haven't built that
kind of success by
giving you less than
the best.
Ste.r1114
Ifik I
:
MOO
Seagram Distillers Company, New York City. Blended Whiskey. 86 Proof 65-7 Grain Neutral Spirits.
Say Seagram's
and Be Sure.
! undergraduates and graduates
Ito the Sarah Brown YWCA.
Wednesday May 13 at 7 p.m
t Susan Avery, president of the
P a n - Hellenic Conference at
em phis State University
be the guest speaker. Her topic
will be "Structure and Relat-
ionships in the Memphis State
Conference." A question and
answer period will follow.
Other m a tt ers involved
entertainment at the Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority Regional
here in June. The purchase of
three sets of blocks for the re-
cently opened Riverview-Kansas
Day Care Center completed a
:charity Project for the year.
'Mrs. Emogene Wilson. vice
president, presided in the ab-
sence of the president, Odell
Nathaniel.
Mn. Cherie P. R ol a nd
immediate past president of the
Council, was a delegate to the
Annual National Pan-Hellenic
Council Convention in Wash-
ingto, D. C. March 20-21.
Workshops centered around the
theme "Challenges of the
Seventies," and revealed the
need for Greeks to become
more involved in political areas.
Mrs. Mildred C. Bradham,
Grand Basileus of Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority, Inc. was re-
elected National Chairman.
The Memphis Council ex-
tended an invitation to host the
1972 Convention.
Hiawatha Club
Observes 55th
Anniversary
The Hiawatha Art tind Social
Club held its monthly meeting
at the Robilio Cafeteria recent-
ly with Mrs. Beulah Williams,
Mrs. Robert Ratcliffe and Mrs.
Cordelis Mims as hostesses.
Mrs. Grace Tardy presided
iver the business session and
reports were made on the wel-
fare of convalescent members.
The fall project was. planned.
Mrs Beulah Williams, chair-
man of the program committee,
presided during the latter part
at which Mrs. Lillian gave
the history of the 55-year-o I d
club.
Mrs. M. J. Owens and Mrs.
Lucy Fowlkes were honored
and tribute paid to the found-
ers and officers.
Among those present were,
Mrs. Mildred Crawford, Mrs.!
Jessie Lockhart. Mrs. Flora
Cochrane, Mrs Winnie Hill,
Mrs, Ernestine Martin, Mrs.
Thelma Hooks, Mrs. Louse
Gaston, Mrs. Willa Brisc
Miss Maggie Newsom, M i-
Emma Johns in, Mrs. Carlon 4
Watson, Mrs. Lettie Poston and
Miss B.C. Lenoir. reporter
nrnALN
G FARO I
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...TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
FOR  LESS MONEY...„
li AND STILL GET rloier TOP VALUE
STAMPS!
You can't do as well
anywhere else!
CRISCO
3 LB
CAN
WITH OUR COUPON OFF ERt
BANQUET
CREAM PIES
ALL FLAVORS
14 oz.
SANDWICH
BREAD
I LB. 8 oz
LOAVES
4254 1 $1
U. S. CHOICE TENDE RAY
CHUCK ROAST
CENTER CUT
LB.
COUNTRY CLUB ALL BEEF
HAMBURGER
318. PKG.
LB. 594
FRESH
PICNIC
9
MISSISSIPPI-GROWN
SWEET
POTATOES
LB I
CALIFORNIA
STRAWBERRIES
69,
CALIFORNIA
GREEN
ONIONS
BUNCH 10
GIANT FAD
EATMORE
"SPECIAL LABEL" 694
3-LBS. 1 -oz. PKG.
OLEO PATTIES 8oi 10
Kroner
MEAT PIES
SHANK PORTION
CHICKEN, BEEF or
TURKEY 8 oz
COOKED HAM
MORELL'S PRIDE
SLICED BACON
LB 59'
12 oz. 95
100 EXTRA
TOP VALUE
STAMPS
with this
coupon ond
$5.00 purchase,
e.clucties tobacco and
?yeah or frozen milk
products and In adi.
ition to any other pur-
, chaae requirements.
"NIG ood thru Tues..M.1 v
toe
vettit ulna one
COUPON
CRISCO
3-111.
can
Kroaer
sus
Now
with this COO 0011 and
S5.00 additional our.
chase,excluding tobacco
and fresh or frozen
milk products.
Liood thru Tue., Ma I .'
TOt
vkLIJI
Unlit one.
1111111111111 'I'll.,' I
BONUS COUPON
For Extra Top Value Stamps
SO ,,,,t\h,11.,Z1;.-1(.1:stiFekling
1 0 0 r.ong p s
1 00 
ith '2-1b. Kroger Vac-Pae
.,:i?oFTFIFIG'. arTIO-n• Instant
25
50
50
50
50
50
5O Ith 2 pkgs. Breakfast-PORK CROPS
50
25
25
25
25
15
, ith I P.-oz. Kroger
LIQUID DRESSING
with six 3-or pkgs. Kroger
LA TIN
ith 2 doten Kroger
DONUTS
1
2
3
4
5
6
,ith 2 pkgs. Breast. Legs or
Country Cut-Up FRYERS 7
with 2 pkgs. r-BOrte or
Sirloin STEAKS
, ith '2-lbs. or inure Ground
HOUND or ('hopped SIR TO
,Ith 2 pkgs. ('enter-I. u
II A M
ith 2 heads
LETTUCF.
with 6 or more
TOMATOES
with 5.1b. bag
GRAPEFRUIT
with. 5-lb. bag
POT A TOES
8
9
10
11
2
13
14
15
with 3-lb..
ONIONS
Exp. 4/28/78
•
••••
9
9
•
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PRIZin: WINNERS —
Lincoln Junior High School
In the Music and Arts Festival
Standing teft to right are Mrs
chairman and 9th grade room
Mr. Mose
is
Walker,
pictured
Jr., principal of
with prize winners
held recently at the school.
. Mary Robertson, general
prize winner; Mr. Walker.
• p:;••• • ,.., t4,
LI RNIR
grade room prize winner, Charles Dortch, seventh grade
student winner; Linda Berryhill, eighth grade student
winner; Rita Boykin, ninth grade student winner: and Mrs.
Mildred P. Horne, seventh grade room prize winner and
chairman of publicity. (McChristen Photo)Linda Seward, accepting for Mrs. Mildred Hassell eighth
- 
--
Music, Arts Festival Is Held At Lincoln
According to the students
and factalty at Lincoln Jr.
High School, the annual
CLASSIFIED
ADS
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Wholesale btlyers wanted for authentic
African Arts Carvings. Sculptures,
Jewelry. Fabrics, and 1-Lendcrafts.
African Woodcarvrtgs, Inc
' 280 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10001
HELP WANTED
PART-TltdE Ra,iio Announcer for week
ends. News and D. .1. Combination
Send tape and resume to Program Di-
rector, P1). Box 2411. Memphis. Tenn
:18101.
HOUSE FOR SALE
l'110011111CT PARK--2 bedroom frame.
°rower lot 1313 a 106 ft. 1026 Air!.
Road (Anytime). By Owner.
Music and Arts Festival mark-
ed the highlight of the season
for the school year 1969-70.
The program, which is an
annual affair, was presented,
Sunday, April 26 at 4 p.m. in
ithe gymnasium of the school
Scores of friends and patrons
joined the students and faculty
for a delightful evening of en-
tertainment featuring music:
and "THE ARTS".
r1,4114041e41•110411111411464.•••••••
: LEARN TO DR.IV71• •
. 
.
• If You Have Any Trouble What so et er .
• •
•
• 
In Getting Driver licenst
I
• Call ••
t Tennessee Driving School i
A •
.t......*2112L10 4.,1
JOAN GOLDEN
WLOK's director of CAC handled 1,000
phone calls last month. If you have a problem
call her at 1A1 - 9565.
She was also chosen Woman of The Year.
W1.01i1.40
24 HOURS
general chairman of the affair,
stated that proceeds would
benefit the schoM's athletic pro-
gram
gar
The school band, under the
direction of Mr. Paul Meacham,
received thunderous applause
from an appreciative audience,
while the dance group and
fashion models added variety
to a well balanced program of
entertainment for the entire
family.
Mr. Mose Walker, Jc. prin-
cipal of the school expressed
sincere appreciation to students
and faculty for a job well done.
Governor Proclaims
Opportunity Months
Governon Buford Ellington
has proclaimed the months of
May and June as "Youth Op-
portunity Months" in Tennessee
to encourage employers to hire
young people who will be hunt-
ing for jobs this summer.
The proclamation, signed
April 29, cites the employment
of young people as "a matter
of concern and responsibility
for all government agencies.
private employers, and citizens
of this state." -
"Employment will provide
our young people with training
in lob discipline, future careers,
and earnings to make it possi-,
ble for them to return to school
in the fall," Governor Ellington
pointed out in encouraging citi-
zens to develop work and train-
ing opportunities for youth this
summer
At the same time, Governor
Ellington is making funds avail-
able to hire 26 college and um,'
versity students to work with
State Employment Security of-
fices in providing job promo:
Lion and placement services for
an estimated 50,000 young ap-
plicats.
Fourteen students will furnish
employment services and job
development assistance in met-.
ropelitan Youth Opportunity
Centers - four in Memphis, four
in Nashville. three in Chatta-
nooga and three in knowville.
The remaining 12 students;
will be assigned to job develop-i
ment work in other Employ-
ment Security offices. Three
students will work in West Ten-
nessee. three in Middle Tennes-
see, three in Lower East and
three in Upper East Tennessee,
State Employment Security
Commissioner Mrs. Leo R. Bur-
son said.
District managers and field
supervisors are interviewing
juniors, seniors, and graduate
students of Colleges and univer-;
Mrs. Mary Rob ertson, sities who are interested in I
summer jobs with Employment
Security offices in the Govern-
or's Summer Youth Program,.
Mrs. Burson said. Those hiredi
for job development work will
be asked to have a driver lic-
ense and use of an automobile.
Summer workers will be
trained by Employment Secur-
ity staff to enable the students
to augment job development
and placement services in areas
where young people need help
in finding employment, M r s.
Burson reported.
Rust Receives Gifts
For Music Department
HOLLY SPRINGS. Miss. after having spent several days'[he Rust College Music Depart-Fin Nashville rehearsing and:
ment has been the recipient ofl recording an RCA album with
many excellent gifts since the' the opera star, Leontyne Price.;
IDoxey Music Hall was burned' 
down with all of its equipment.1
NI,THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY 1/The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thersday At The Followioi locations:
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10$. Wein 526-9645
WORLD MEWS CO.
All Out-el-Town
113 Memo* A.* 526.9920
Weeders
South 3rd
VIII Sundry
3012 Chelsea
Nifty Sundry
2541 Supremo
L•now Sundry
2086 Chelsea
Lincoln Sundry
652 Rick...and
Wellington Pripet Sundry
916 S. W•llington
PS-ress.clol.tr Drugsy.tGili
L ,ttl• Lite Sundry
160 Larlyon,
Grin•ro I Drugs
201 M. Mitchell
News Vied*.
Kreger S. 3rd
Mews Vtindior
Main is. Linden
Nevis Vender
Main at Vanc•
Mews Vender
Main et Calhoun
Mews Vender
Kra's. Airways et Lerner
Mirss.r01 Vend*,
•
Vies Sundries
3013 Johnson Aril
W•I I Ingram Swears
Wedllevtee
251 E. atel•wete
First to arrive were five
pianos, three executive-type
desks, three typing desks with
typewriters and three Steel fil-
ing cabinets.
These came from members
of the Women's Society
of Christian Service of the Unit-
ed Methodist Church in M i n-
nesota and Iowa. Mrs. B. B.
Curtis of Alexandria, Minn., in-
spired the women to make
these gifts.
Next came a Baldwin organ.
the gift of friends in Iowa. The
Rev. Herbert Foxworthy of Vic-
tor, I o w a, visited various
churches in his area, showing
slides of Rust students a n d
campus scenes. The offering
taken financed the purchase of
the organ, a very excellent gift
Two or three days later, car-
tons containing 300 new hymals
were received, the gift sponsor-
ed by Kenneth Crabhe,
lay leader of Indianola, Iowa.
All of the sponsbrs of
have visited the Rust College
campus and were impressed
with the quality of work being
clone at the college.
The Rust College Choir re-
cently returned to the campus
Other Car Renters
answer to the
home office.
Carl Carson
answers to you.
MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates
E-Z Storage & Von Co.
493 S. Main St.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH ?
CEYCOTIIIIFTE
8LOCATIONS
HERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
GET PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE
ra-1-11TIAN'S
LOAN UFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 a 178 BALE STRUT JA 6-5300
Si and 100 proof Bottled ia Bead. G. D. Co.
Bourbon Drinker....
your time has come.
Kentucky Tavern offers you
an outstanding new value.
Still 4...e same fine tradition.
Still the same 8 year old quality.
The only difference is the...
well, let your retailer tell you
.11 about it.
FEDDERSSavIngs
Celebration
SAVE up to $40.00 on the most famous air conditioner in the woridr
18,000 BTU's
$28495
arr.s en W.I.
130 and 2011 re1rs
Save Big on Fedders. the biggest name in air con-
ditioning. Fedders celebrates its 75th birthday with
four commemorative air conditioners. You cele-
brate with precious dollars saved when you buy one
of these Diamond Jubilee air conditioners now!
"1"1114/11464:4"."4"1"  
-4%'4""""""6.4"ft,•.`44111111,......4s
111111111111111111111111111111111
EXCEPTIONALLY POWERFUL
cools an entire floor of most homes where
adequate circulation exists
1 save 4 save *30 save $2023,500 BTU's 14,000 BTU's 8,000 BTU's$4495 24495 18495
Quiet Sound Barrier design
ir Handsome front panel.
concealed controls
ir Hi (for super fait Cooling)
and Lo cool
itt Achustable automettc
thermostat
'Sr Advanced air direction
control
la Reserve Cooling Power.
for extra hot days
Powerful dehumidification
1r Washable Germicodicel
Finer
le Totally enclosed zinc clad
steel cabinet
All 5 Stores
Open Dolly
8 A.M. to
9 P.M.
FEDDERS, World's Largest Selling Air Conditioners
SUMMER
3431 SLIMMIR
Phew* 324-4406
'Diamond Jubilee models crimos,ed to ,riennartible capacIty standard FOrtdrirs models
pp/lance company
SINCE 1945
L. I GATLIN It G. HINKLE
WHITEHAVE11
4155 HWY. 51 SO.
Phone 396-09113
I FRAYSER1
3116 THOMAS
LAAAAR
2574 tA/AAR
Phone? 338-43115 /hone 743-5370
L I GATtIN IR.
POPLAR
5237 POPLAR
Phone 41112-111411
